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Abstract

Computer systems are at a crossroads. Instead of counting on low-level device improvements from the semiconductor industry, processors are increasingly heterogeneous, using specialized accelerators to increase performance and energy efficiency. Simultaneously, big-data is enabling new applications that consume terabytes of data in real-time, and the Internet of things is driving new data growth by enabling developers to consume data from millions of devices and users. The increasing hardware heterogeneity driven by these technology trends puts significant burdens on the application programmers. For instance, with current interfaces, developers must manually manage all aspects of accelerator computation including explicitly moving data even when the physical memory is shared between devices.

In this thesis, we increase the logical integration of physically integrated on-chip accelerators by extending conventional CPU properties to accelerators. We specifically target on-die graphics processing units (GPUs) which are found on most products from AMD, Intel, and mobile systems and are increasingly used for general-purpose computation. Logical integration between the CPU and GPU simplifies programming these heterogeneous devices. We leverage the logically integrated systems enabled by this research to improve the performance of big-data applications. We show that using integrated GPUs for analytic database workloads can increase performance and decrease energy consumption.
We also evaluate the efficacy of designing systems with heterogeneous memory in addition to heterogeneous computational units. We show that including high-bandwidth 3D-stacked DRAM can significantly improve the performance and reduce the energy consumed for analytic database workloads and other bandwidth-constrained workloads. Finally, we propose a new metric, access amplification, to help system designers reason about the best policies for using heterogeneous memory as a hardware-managed cache. Using access amplification, we design an adaptive victim cache policy which increases the performance of a DRAM cache compared to current designs.
1 Introduction

1.1 Trends in computing

There are two conflicting trends in computing today. First, due to the slowdown of Moore’s Law and the end of Dennard scaling, general purpose-processors’ steady improvements are waning. We can no longer expect general applications to significantly improve performance every processor generation. Using ITRS projections, Esmaeilzadeh et al. found that by 2024 we can only expect a 7.9× average speedup compared to today’s processors from traditional architectural optimizations, more than 24× less than if performance had continued to follow Moore’s law [36]. This result is mainly due to chip power constraints; thus, continuing to increasing compute capability requires more efficient architectural designs.

Second, new data is generated at an alarming rate: as much as 2.6 exabytes are created each day [89]. For instance, with the growth of internet-connected devices, there is an explosion of data from sensors on these devices. The ability to analyze this data is important to many different industries from automotive to health care [105]. Users want to run complex queries on this abundance of data, sometimes with real-time response latency constraints. These trends of increasing data, increasing computational complexity, and increasing performance constraints put a great strain on our computational systems,
especially under a fixed power budget.

Systems are becoming more heterogeneous to rectify these trends. Heterogeneity improves the performance and decreases the energy consumed for applications by specializing the hardware for a single application or a class of applications. While fully general-purpose processors’ improvements are slowing, there is a large space for the specialized processor ecosystem to grow and become more efficient.

One current economically viable example of specialization is graphics processing units, or GPUs. Heterogeneous systems with GPUs began by including GPUs as an I/O device to drive the graphics display, but these devices have recently become more tightly integrated. Today, 99% of Intel’s and 67% of AMD’s desktop CPUs ship with an on-die GPU [109], and server chips with integrated GPUs have been announced [4].

Heterogeneity is not limited to computational specialization. Recently, systems have integrated multiple different memory technologies such as DRAM DIMMs and 3D-stacked memory [140]. This allows these systems to have memory optimized for capacity (DRAM DIMMs) and memory optimized for performance (high-bandwidth 3D-die stacked memory). With emerging memory technology [8, 59, 80], memory heterogeneity is likely to become more common.

1.2 Contributions

This thesis makes four contributions to optimizing and using heterogeneous systems.

**Contribution 1: Simplifying integrated GPGPU programming**

The increasing hardware heterogeneity driven by the technology trends discussed above puts significant burdens on the application programmers. With current interfaces, developers must manually manage all aspects of accelerator computation. For instance,
programmers must explicitly move data from CPU to GPU memory, even if the physical memory is shared because each device has a logically separate address space.

Coherent data access and a consistent address space simplify the programmer’s interface to tightly-integrated accelerators. Parallel hardware has been ubiquitous for at least the last 15 years, and while programming parallel machines is still difficult, it is simplified by two important properties: coherent data access so when developers access a memory location it will hold the most up-to-date data and a consistent address space so programmers can use the same data structures on any processor in the system. The cache coherence hardware and the virtual memory management unit provide these properties on current CPU systems. Without coherent data access and a consistent address space, programmers manually transform and move data between the CPU and other accelerators. Our previous work provides cache coherence to integrated CPU-GPU systems [114].

In Chapter 4 we show how to provide CPU-style address translation to integrated GPUs. Conventional CPU address translation mechanisms applied directly to the GPU result in a $4 \times$ performance degradation due to queuing delays at the centralized address translation hardware. However, we show how to gain the performance back by parallelizing address translation and judiciously using CPU-centric memory management unit optimizations. These techniques logically unify the physically integrated GPU and pave the way for programmers to use the integrated GPU as just another CPU core.

This chapter was originally published as “Supporting x86-64 Address Translation for 100s of GPU Lanes” in The 20th IEEE International Symposium On High Performance Computer Architecture (HPCA), 2014 [116].

**Contribution 2: Case study using tightly-integrate GPGPUs**

The logical integration of GPUs with the rest of the system enables new application domains to take advantage of the GPU. Previous work has shown GPUs can provide up to $100 \times$ performance improvement, but these results are limited to relatively small problems (e.g.,
a working set of less than 8 GB). Chapter 4 and Heterogeneous System Coherence [114] enables the GPU to access the hundreds of gigabytes of system memory and significantly reduces the overheads of conventional GPU programming expanding the scope of applications that can leverage this accelerator.

In this thesis, we specifically apply these techniques to analytic databases as a case study. Analytic queries are growing in complexity, and their response time requirements are shrinking. Service providers want to analyze terabytes of data in milliseconds to provide their users with pertinent information (e.g., serving ads, suggesting purchases, and search results). To provide low latency, much of the data is stored in memory, not on disk.

Previous research had shown the significant potential of discrete GPUs; however, due to data movement costs, this potential had not been realized. In Chapter 5, we develop new algorithms to take advantage of physically and logically integrated GPUs. These new scan and aggregate algorithms are $3 \times$ faster than traditional GPU algorithms and use 30% less energy than a CPU-only system.

This chapter was published as “Toward GPUs being mainstream in analytic processing: An initial argument using simple scan-aggregate queries” in The Proceedings of the 11th International Workshop on Data Management on New Hardware (DaMoN’15), 2015 [118].

**Contribution 3: Exploring 3D-stacked DRAM for bandwidth-constrained workloads**

Exploiting high bandwidth to memory is one of GPUs’ biggest benefits over CPU architecture. Thus, tightly-integrating GPUs onto the same die as the CPU significantly increases the bandwidth demand of the chip making more applications memory-bandwidth constrained.

3D die stacking can help mitigate this bandwidth wall [20]. With 3D die stacking, multiple silicon dies are stacked on top of one another. 3D die-stacking enables very high-bandwidth memory systems, up to 1 TB/s in some projections [2], and decreases the
energy for communication by a factor of $3 \times$ [20].

In Chapter 6, we show integrating 3D die-stacked DRAM into analytic database appliances coupled with the algorithms from Chapter 5 can improve performance by $15 \times$. Further, we conduct a limit study showing these 3D die stacked systems provide the best power-performance tradeoff when the latency of big-data analytic workloads is paramount (2–5 $\times$ less power to meet a 10 ms response latency guarantee).

This chapter was published as “When to use 3D Die-Stacked Memory for Bandwidth-Constrained Big Data Workloads” in The Seventh Workshop on Big Data Benchmarks, Performance Optimization, and Emerging Hardware (BPOE 7), 2016 [88], and integrates a case study from the publication “Implications of Emerging 3D GPU Architecture on the Scan Primitive” in ACM SIGMOD Record 2015 [117].

**Contribution 4: Decreasing bandwidth overheads in a heterogeneous memory system**

While integrating high-bandwidth 3D die-stacked memory (HBM) can provide significant performance improvements by mitigating the off-chip bandwidth bottleneck, its capacity is limited. Therefore, systems with 3D die stacked memory will likely additionally have conventional off-chip DRAM DIMMs for their increased capacity. In a heterogeneous memory system, using HBM as a DRAM cache of off-chip RAM provides transparency to programmers. However, we show in Chapter 7 that treating HBM as a cache wastes its bandwidth because of access amplification. Access amplification quantifies the non-demand accesses that waste the HBM bandwidth. We show there are on average two accesses per DRAM cache request when evaluating a current production DRAM cache [140].

We propose an adaptive victim DRAM cache design that avoids access amplification by adaptively shifting between a writethrough and a write-back caching policy. Our adaptive victim cache strives to read metadata only while reading data and to write metadata only while writing data. This design performs robustly better than a current DRAM cache
design under a wide range of memory access patterns including high miss rates and high write traffic.

This chapter is currently under review for publication.

**Other contributions: Simulation infrastructure**

Another contribution of this thesis is new simulation infrastructure which enabled the above contributions. We developed gem5-gpu [115], described in Section 3.1, to simulate heterogeneous CPU-GPU platforms that did not physically exist at the time. Additionally, in Chapter 7, we focus on large high-performance computing workloads that are infeasible to simulate using conventional techniques. Therefore, we developed a sampling methodology combining previous work into a more easily usable system. We describe this methodology in detail in Section 3.2.

The work on gem5-gpu was publish as “gem5-gpu: A Heterogeneous CPU-GPU Simulator” in *IEEE Computer Architecture Letters*, 2015 [115].

### 1.3 Thesis organization

This thesis is organized as follows. Chapter 2 discusses GPU architecture and GPU programming models used in Chapters 4 and 5. Chapter 3 describes the simulation methodology used in Chapters 4 and 7. Chapter 4 presents the design and evaluation of a memory management unit for integrated GPUs. Chapter 5 develops and evaluates new algorithms for database scan and aggregate for tightly-integrated GPUs. Chapter 6 explores system design for bandwidth-constrained workloads evaluating the tradeoffs between 3D stacked DRAM and conventional DRAM DIMMs. Chapter 7 evaluates DRAM cache designs and proposes a new DRAM cache policy to decrease bandwidth waste. Finally, Chapter 8 summarizes our work and outlines future research directions.
In this thesis, we augment the GPU architecture in Chapter 4 and leverage the GPU microarchitecture in Chapters 5 and 6. This chapter provides details on the GPU’s microarchitecture and programming models used in this thesis.

2.1 GPU architecture

Graphic processing units (GPUs) were originally created to accelerate rendering graphics to the screen; however, in recent years they have become general purpose compute platforms [107]. These general-purpose GPUs (GPGPUs) have a number of characteristics that differ from conventional CPUs:

- GPGPUs are optimized for instruction throughput, not instruction latency.
- GPGPUs can exhibit much higher memory-level parallelism than CPUs.
- GPGPUs have high-bandwidth and low-capacity on-chip caches.
- GPGPUs devote a higher percentage of area to compute functional units than CPUs.
Modern GPUs are high-throughput devices. A GPU is made up of a set of compute units (CUs, SMs in NVIDIA terminology). Each CU contains many processing elements, organized into four 16-wide SIMD units in AMD graphics core next (GCN) architecture [7]. Each CU has a scheduler that schedules instructions onto the SIMD units. Each SIMD unit of the CU has a set of SIMD lanes which execute the same instruction each cycle in lock step (similar to SIMD execution units in CPUs) [78]. NVIDIA GPU architectures are similar with 16–192 SPs which execute in lock step [98]. Figure 2.1 shows an overview of GPU hardware.

GPUs provide the potential for much higher parallelism than CPUs. With well structured code, all of the SIMD lanes on the GPU can simultaneously execute instructions. Similar to some CPU architectures, GPUs leverage multithreading to increase memory-level parallelism. However, where CPU cores typically support two–eight hardware contexts, GPU CUs can support 40 or more hardware contexts. Also, by leveraging multithreading, the GPU can take advantage of high memory-level parallelism. High memory-level parallelism allows the GPU to effectively utilize high memory bandwidth and tolerate high memory latencies.

To support this high memory-level parallelism, the memory system and caches of GPUs are optimized for throughput, not latency. GPU architectures provide a much larger register file than CPUs to support the many execution contexts. GPUs typically have a 16–64 KB L1 cache per CU and a shared 1–2 MB L2 cache [7]. The general-purpose caches of GPUs are much smaller than the caches on multicore CPUs, especially when considering the capacity per-thread. Large caches are less useful for highly data-parallel applications because they often exhibit poor temporal locality.

In addition to these features, each CU of the GPU also contains two special memory system optimizations. First, between the SIMD lanes and the L1 data cache is a coalescing unit that takes the memory addresses generated by each of the SIMD lanes and attempts to coalesce them into the minimum number of memory references (e.g., if all 64 address
are consecutive and aligned the coalescer will generate four 64-byte requests instead of 64 4-byte requests). Application performance depends on good coalescing behavior, especially for memory-bound workloads.

The second GPU-specific memory optimization is the addition of a directly addressed scratchpad cache (called local memory or group memory by AMD and shared memory by NVIDIA). This small (∼64 KB) cache is explicitly controlled by the programmer. Requests to the scratchpad cache do not need to access cache tags since the scratchpad is directly addressed. Memory requests to the scratchpad do not pass through the coalescer and do not access the low-bandwidth cache tags, and, therefore, the scratchpad cache is higher bandwidth than the data cache for requests that cannot be coalesced. It is common to load data into the scratchpad cache that has a poor data access pattern to avoid the high cost of uncoalesced accesses to the main memory system.

Finally, GPU architecture can be more energy efficient than CPU architecture for certain workloads (e.g. database scans). Since many SIMD lanes share a single front-end
Figure 2.2: Overview of a modern heterogeneous system. Drawn comparatively to scale.

(instruction fetch, decode, etc.), this per-instruction energy overhead is amortized. On CPU architectures, the execution front-end and data movement consumes $20-40 \times$ more energy than the actual instruction [73]. Additionally, the intra-CU parallelism is explicit for GPUs through the programming model, while CPUs require high energy hardware (like the re-order buffer and parallel instruction issue) to implicitly generate instruction-level parallelism, which wastes energy for data-parallel workloads.

### 2.2 GPGPU systems

Figure 2.2 shows a system-level view of GPGPU hardware. The discrete GPU is separated from the CPU, usually by the PCI Express (PCIe) bus, and can be optionally included in the heterogeneous system. Discrete GPUs have their own physical memory, and to use the discrete GPU all data must be copied from CPU memory to device memory via the PCIe interconnect. However, the discrete GPU is capable of the highest performance between these three architectures, with more compute resources (e.g. functional units) than the CPU and much higher memory bandwidth. Unfortunately, the discrete GPU is inappropriate
for many workloads due its limited memory capacity. To use the discrete GPU with data sets larger than about 12 GB (the largest memory available for discrete GPUs today), data must be copied at execution time over the low-bandwidth PCIe bus.

Another downside of discrete GPUs are their high power consumption. Discrete GPUs often run at higher power than CPUs for two reasons. First, they have many more compute resources simultaneously active. Second, the power drawn by discrete GPUs includes the GDDR5 memory, which is both higher bandwidth than CPU DDR3 and DDR4 memory, but also higher power due to its higher bandwidth.

The integrated GPU is co-located on the same silicon chip as the CPU cores. The integrated GPU shares hardware with the CPU, including the off-chip DRAM, memory interface, and sometimes the last-level cache. The integrated GPU often has more compute resources than the multicore CPU since GPUs have smaller caches, which frees up silicon area for more functional units.

Current systems show the key differences between CPUs and GPUs well. GPUs have an order of magnitude more execution units (e.g. an AMD A10-7850 has 4 CPU cores each with 5 execution units, and an AMD HD7970 discrete GPU has 32 compute units each with 64 execution units [6]), and GPUs provide much higher memory bandwidth (e.g. an AMD A10-7850 CPU has a memory bandwidth up to 34 GB/s [5], and an AMD HD7970 GPU has a memory bandwidth of 264 GB/s [6]). Additionally, the CPU has 8–16+ MB of on-chip SRAM caches, whereas the GPU only has 2–4 MB.

### 2.3 GPGPU programming models

New GPGPU APIs (application programming interfaces) simplify programming and increase performance of GPGPU computing. Until recently, GPGPU APIs were designed for discrete GPUs. Communication between the CPU and GPU was high-overhead, and all data was explicitly declared and copied before it was used on the GPU. However, while
GPGPUs are becoming more physically integrated with CPUs, they are also becoming more logically integrated. For instance the runtime we use in Chapter 5, heterogeneous system architecture (HSA), provides a coherent and unified view of memory [127]. Other runtimes are similar (e.g., C++ AMP [94] and CUDA unified memory [101]).

HSA support is in its infancy today and is currently only supported by platforms from AMD. However, many members of the HSA foundation (http://www.hsafoundation.com)—which includes AMD, ARM, Imagination, Qualcomm, Samsung, and others—have announced support for providing GPUs with a coherent and unified view of memory. In addition to a unified view of memory, HSA also provides a low-latency user-level API for using the GPU.

Programming the discrete GPU can be high overhead, both in terms of performance and programmability. Most discrete GPU applications follow the same general outline. First, the data must be allocated and initialized within the CPU memory space. Then, memory must be allocated on the GPU. Since the GPU has its own memory, all data that is accessed on the GPU must be copied from the CPU memory to the GPU memory. After the data has been copied to the GPU, the kernel—the code to execute on the GPU—is launched. After the kernel completes, the output data must be copied back to the CPU to continue processing the data. Each of these steps is an OpenCL API call and must interact with the operating system display driver. This interaction introduces significant performance overheads.

However, programming the integrated GPU is greatly simplified. Due to HSA, after the memory is allocated and initialized in the CPU memory space, the GPU kernel is launched as if it is a CPU function. The pointers created for the CPU can be reference from the GPU. Thus, after the kernel completes there is no need to copy data back to the CPU memory space. This unified view of memory also enables the GPU to access complicated pointer-based data structures, like hashtables. Section 5.2 discusses how this support facilitates implementing group-by operations on the integrated GPU. Figure 4.1 in Chapter 4 shows
a detailed comparison between the legacy interface, NVIDIA’s unified memory, and the HSA API.
Simulation Methodology

Investigating forward-looking heterogeneous systems requires simulation infrastructure. In this chapter, we discuss the simulation infrastructure developed to support the research objectives in this thesis. First, we detail gem5-gpu, a heterogeneous simulator built to model tightly physically and logically integrated GPUs and used in Chapter 4 to evaluate new memory management unit hardware for integrated GPUs. Then, we overview the infrastructure developed to simulate large memory bandwidth constrained high performance computing workloads used in Chapter 7 to evaluate DRAM cache policies.

3.1 gem5-gpu: A heterogeneous CPU-GPU simulator

To evaluate the heterogeneous CPU-GPU system in this chapter, we developed a new simulator, gem5-gpu. We leverage two mature simulators, gem5 [19] and GPGPU-Sim [10]. gem5 is a multicore full-system simulator with multiple CPU, ISA, and memory system models. Object oriented design, flexible configuration support, and its maturity make gem5 a popular tool for investigating general purpose CPUs and multicore platforms. GPGPU-Sim is a detailed general-purpose GPU (GPGPU) simulator [10]. GPGPU-Sim models GPGPU compute units (CUs)—called streaming multiprocessors by NVIDIA—and
the GPU memory system.

To explore the heterogeneous system design space, we introduce the gem5-gpu simulator which combines the CU model from GPGPU-Sim and the CPU and memory system models from gem5. gem5-gpu builds on ideas used in related CPU-GPU simulators but makes different design choices.

gem5-gpu is the only simulator with all of the following advantages:

• Detailed cache coherence model,

• Full-system simulation,

• Checkpointing,

• Tightly integrated with the latest gem5 simulator, and

• Increased extensibility of GPGPU programming model and entire system architecture.

By integrating GPGPU-Sim’s CU model into gem5, gem5-gpu can capture interactions between a CPU and a GPU in a heterogeneous processor. In particular, GPGPU-Sim CU memory accesses flow through gem5’s Ruby memory system, which enables a wide array of heterogeneous cache hierarchies and coherence protocols. gem5-gpu also provides a tunable DMA engine to model data transfers in configurations with separate CPU and GPU physical address spaces. Through these features gem5-gpu can simulate both existing and future heterogeneous processors.

gem5-gpu is open source and available at gem5-gpu.cs.wisc.edu.

The giant’s shoulders

gem5-gpu builds upon prior simulation infrastructure, gem5 and GPGPU-Sim, briefly described below.
gem5

The gem5 simulation infrastructure (gem5.org) is a community-focused, modular, system modeling tool, developed by numerous universities and industry research labs [19]. gem5 includes multiple CPU, memory system, and ISA models. It provides two execution modes, (1) system call emulation, which can run user-level binaries using emulated system calls, and (2) full-system, which models all necessary devices to boot and run unmodified operating systems. Finally, gem5 also supports checkpointing the state of the system, which allows simulations to jump to the region of interest.

Two specific features of gem5 make it particularly well-suited for developing a heterogeneous CPU-GPU simulator. First, gem5 provides several mechanisms for modular integration of new architectural components. When new components need to communicate through the memory system, they can leverage gem5’s flexible port interface for sending and receiving messages. Additionally, the gem5 EXTRAS interface can be used to specify external code that is compiled into the gem5 binary. This interface makes it simple to add and remove complex components from gem5’s infrastructure.

Second, gem5 includes the detailed cache and memory simulator, Ruby. Ruby is a flexible infrastructure built on the domain specific language, SLICC, which is used to specify cache coherence protocols. Using Ruby, a developer can expressively define cache hierarchies and coherence protocols, including those expected in emerging heterogeneous processors.

GPGPU-Sim

GPGPU-Sim is a detailed GPGPU simulator (gpgpu-sim.org) backed by a strong publication record [10]. It models the compute architecture of NVIDIA Fermi graphics cards [100]. GPGPU-Sim executes applications compiled to PTX (NVIDIA’s intermediate instruction set) or disassembled native GPU machine code. GPGPU-Sim models the functional and timing portions of the compute pipeline including the thread scheduling logic, highly-banked
register file, special function units, and memory system. GPGPU-Sim includes models for all types of GPU memory as well as caches and DRAM.

GPGPU applications can access a multitude of memory types. *Global memory* is the main data store where most data resides, similar to the heap in CPU applications. It is accessed with virtual addresses and is cached on chip. Other GPU-specific memory types include *constant*, used to handle GPU read-only data; *scratchpad*, a software-managed, explicitly addressed and low-latency in-core cache; *local*, mostly used for spilling registers; *parameter*, used to store compute kernel parameters; *instruction*, used to store the kernel’s instructions; and *texture*, a graphics-specific, explicitly addressed cache.

GPGPU-Sim consumes mostly unmodified GPGPU source code that is linked to GPGPU-Sim’s custom GPGPU runtime library. The modified runtime library intercepts all GPGPU-specific function calls and emulates their effects. When a compute kernel is launched, the GPGPU-Sim runtime library initializes the simulator and executes the kernel in timing simulation. The main simulation loop continues executing until the kernel has completed before returning control from the runtime library call. GPGPU-Sim is a functional-first simulator; it first functionally executes all instructions, then feeds them into the timing simulator.

GPGPU-Sim has some limitations when modeling heterogeneous systems:

- No host CPU timing model
- No timing model for host-device copies
- Rigid cache model
- No way to model host-device interactions

Because of these limitations, researchers interested in exploring a hybrid CPU-GPU chip as a heterogeneous compute platform cannot rely on GPGPU-Sim alone.
Figure 3.1: Overview of gem5-gpu architecture with an example configuration.

**gem5-gpu Architecture**

Figure 3.1 shows one example architecture gem5-gpu can simulate: a four core CPU and an eight CU GPU integrated on the same chip. The number of CPUs, CUs, and topology connecting them is fully configurable. Two on-chip topologies that gem5-gpu provides out of the box are a shared and a split memory hierarchy (i.e., integrated and discrete GPUs, respectively).

Many CUs make up the GPU, each of which has fetch/decode logic, a large register file, and many (usually 32 or 64) execution lanes. When accessing global memory, each lane sends its address to the coalescer, which merges memory accesses to the same cache block. The GPU may also contain a cache hierarchy that stores data from recent global memory accesses.
gem5 ←→ GPGPU-Sim interface

One of our goals is to have a clean interface between gem5 and GPGPU-Sim. Although there are many possible options, we chose the memory interface, as shown in Figure 3.1. gem5-gpu requires one small change to gem5: adding a single pseudo-instruction to gem5 to facilitate calls into the simulator for DMA engine and GPU functionality. gem5-gpu also provides two categories of GPGPU objects to gem5: wrappers for GPGPU-sim objects and new GPGPU objects. Some new GPGPU objects are a GPU load-store unit, a GPU TLB, and the DMA engine, which models DMA transfers between the CPU and the GPU.

Three major changes to GPGPU-Sim were necessary to integrate it into gem5-gpu. First, gem5-gpu routes general-purpose memory instructions—accesses to the global address space—from GPGPU-Sim to Ruby through gem5’s port interface. Second, since GPGPU-Sim decouples functional execution and timing state, while gem5 is execute-at-execute, we updated GPGPU-Sim to postpone functional execution of memory instructions until they reach the execute stage of the timing pipeline. Third, to combine the cycle-driven nature of GPGPU-Sim with gem5, which is event-driven, gem5’s events are used to execute each GPGPU-Sim clock cycle. This decouples the CPU from GPU, allowing it to block or continue concurrently with the GPU after a kernel launch.

Memory system modeling

gem5-gpu uses Ruby to model both the function and timing of most CU memory accesses. The load-store pipeline is modeled in gem5, including the coalescing, virtual address translation, and cache arbitration logic. By using the port interface in gem5, gem5-gpu has the flexibility to vary the number of execution lanes, number of CUs, cache hierarchy, etc. and incorporate other GPU models in the future.

Currently, GPGPU-Sim issues only general-purpose memory instructions to gem5, including accesses to global and constant memory. We leverage GPGPU-Sim to model memory operations to scratchpad and parameter memory. Texture and local memory are
not currently supported although they only require straight-forward simulator augmentation.

*gem5-gpu* supports a shared virtual address space between the CPU and GPU (i.e., the GPU using the CPU page table for virtual to physical translations). Alternatively, through a configuration option, *gem5-gpu* models separate GPU and CPU physical address spaces.

**Detailed cache coherence models**

*gem5-gpu* leverages gem5’s cache coherence modeling language, SLICC. When configuring *gem5-gpu*, any cache coherence protocol can be used, including the multitude that are currently distributed with gem5. However, these included protocols assume a homogeneous cache topology.

To augment these for heterogeneous computing, *gem5-gpu* adds a family of heterogeneous cache coherence protocols: *MOESI\_hsc* (heterogeneous system coherence with MOESI states). *MOESI\_hsc* uses a MOESI protocol for all of the CPU caches included in the system. For the GPU caches, we add an L2 cache controller that provides coherence between the GPU and CPU L2 caches. *MOESI\_hsc* models the GPU L1 cache similar to current GPU cache architectures: write-through and only valid and invalid states. Additionally, the GPU L1 cache may contain stale data that is flushed at synchronization points and kernel boundaries.

*gem5-gpu* also includes a split version of *MOESI\_hsc* that models architectures with separate CPU and GPU physical address spaces. When this model is used, communication between the CPU and GPU requires explicit memory copies through the DMA engine.

In addition to providing detailed cache coherence models, *gem5-gpu* can use any of the network topologies provided by gem5 (e.g., mesh, torus, crossbar). *gem5-gpu*’s default configuration uses the cluster topology to divide the CPU and GPU into two clusters. Accesses from each cluster goes through a common interconnect to the directory and memory controllers.
Application programming interface

To avoid the complexity of implementing or interfacing existing GPGPU drivers and runtimes, gem5-gpu provides a slim runtime and driver emulation. Similar to GPGPU-Sim, gem5-gpu runs unmodified GPGPU applications by linking against the gem5-gpu GPGPU runtime library. When a user application calls a GPGPU runtime function, gem5 pseudo-instructions execute to make up-calls into the simulator. This organization is flexible and extensible, making it convenient to add and test new features and integrate new GPU models.

Comparison to other simulators

In contrast to most other heterogeneous simulators, gem5-gpu captures interactions with execution-driven simulation rather than well-partitioned trace-driven simulation, e.g., MacSim [77]. It uses a more-detailed—therefore slower—GPU component than MV5 [91] and does not rely on the deprecated m5 simulator. It supports more flexible memory hierarchy and coherence protocols than Multi2Sim [148] or FusionSim [157] at a possible increase in simulation time.

Since the work was completed, AMD has released a GPU model as part of gem5 [14]. This model integrates into the Ruby memory system similarly to gem5-gpu. The main difference is that AMD’s GPU model uses HSAIL, not PTX as the intermediate assembly language and OpenCL, not CUDA, as the main programming model.

Heterogeneous workloads

In Chapter 4, we evaluated the Rodinia workloads [27]. We modified these workloads to support the programming model enabled by implementing cache coherence and a shared virtual address space. We call our new workloads the “rodinia-nocopy” since we removed all of the copy statements from the workloads.
For most workloads, simply removing the copy from the host to device and using the host pointers was sufficient to implement the no copy version of the benchmark. However, in some cases, the memory copy transformed the data from one layout to another. In these cases, we had to further modify the workload to use the transformed data layout on the CPU as well as the GPU. We did not change the GPU kernels to have a constant comparison point with the legacy versions of the benchmarks.

Since the work in this chapter was completed, there have been many new GPU benchmarks released. Of note is Pannotia [26], whose workloads are much more irregular than Rodinia. Most of the Pannotia workloads are graph-based. Additionally, the Chai [45] workloads target “truly heterogeneous” benchmarks which use the CPU and GPU simultaneously. Both Pannotia and Chai have been ported to gem5-gpu with “nocopy” versions of the benchmarks.

### 3.2 Sampling methodology for native-size workloads

Simulation is an important tool for computer architecture research. It allows designers and researchers to evaluate future hypothetical systems without physically building them, which can be expensive. Additionally, it is much more flexible than physical hardware, allowing researchers to more easily explore many design parameters. However, simulation has drawbacks. One drawback is its very slow execution time.

Some important workloads, like the HPC workloads evaluated in Chapter 7, have large working set sizes and long execution times. Straightforwardly simulating these workloads is infeasible. For instance when running gem5 [19] in full-system mode with 32 cores the execution time is between $300,000 \times$ and $500,000 \times$ slower than native execution. To simulate one minute of native time it takes about a year of simulation time, and many workloads execute for hours!

There is a rich history of sampling methodologies for computer architecture simula-
However, these previous techniques rely on fast-forwarding via high-level simulation, which still results in large slowdowns (e.g., 1000× or more).

Therefore, we leverage recent work which uses virtualization hardware to fast-forward at near native speeds [133]. Sandberg et al. use the KVM virtualization solution built into modern Linux kernels and essentially implement another CPU model in gem5.

Our contribution beyond the state of the art discussed above is packaging these features into a set of usable scripts. An important feature of this methodology is its scalability. For instance, to simulate 100 sample points, this methodology allows the use of ten machines in parallel each producing data for ten sample points.

**Description of sampling methodology**

There are three phases in our sampling methodology: program analysis, random sampling, data analysis. Algorithm 1 shows an overview of our sampling algorithm.

**Program analysis**

First, we run the application in gem5 with the KVM CPU for its entire runtime from the beginning to the end of the region of interest. Currently, the only information we use from this phase is the total number of instructions executed during the region of interest. Section 8 discusses some ideas of how to extend this analysis to provide richer information to guide the sampling described below.

**Random sampling**

Currently, we use simple random sampling to choose when to run detailed simulation. Taking the instruction count from the program analysis phase, we choose n random instructions uniformly from the total number of instructions to perform detailed simulation (line 2). The simulation results beginning at a particular instruction is an observation. Once we have a list of instructions for which we will begin a simulation point, we start executing
Algorithm 1 Sampling algorithm

Require: \( n \): number of observation points
Require: instructions: total number of instructions
    \( \text{points} = [] \) // Instructions to begin simulation
    for \( i := 1 \) to \( n \) do
2: \hspace{1em} \text{points} ← \text{random}(0, n)
    Sort points
4: for each point in points do
    Run application under KVM until point instructions executed
6: Fork new process
    Warm up the system for warmup time
8: Run detailed simulation for detailed time
    Dump statistics
10: End new process

the application from the beginning under KVM. We stop the application at each of the
instruction numbers in points (line 5) to perform an observation.

Then, we essentially “pause” the application running on the KVM CPU. In the meantime,
we fork a new process on the host machine to simulate beginning at the observation point
instruction. In this new process, we perform warmup and detailed simulation with gem5.
In Chapter 7, we use a warmup for 10 ms and perform detailed simulation for 2 ms of
guest time (about 10,000,000–30,000,000 instructions of detailed simulation). After the
simulation, we dump all of the statistics, exit the subprocess, and continue running the
KVM CPU until the next observation point.

These observation locations are non-deterministic. Due to operating system effects such
as thread scheduling and I/O each time the application is executed the total number of
instructions varies. Additionally, KVM does not exit at precisely the requested number of
instructions. This non-determinism may cause bias in our sample statistics; we have not
analyzed this methodology for bias.
Data analysis

The goal when measuring application performance is to predict the total runtime of the application, or the amount of time the applications uses to complete its work. We choose to measure either the floating point operations per second (FLOPs) or user-mode instructions for integer-only applications. We use the number of these instructions executed as a proxy for the work the application accomplishes during a single observation. Thus, we assume a higher FLOP rate implies the application will complete in less time (e.g., have higher performance).

When comparing performance of different simulation configurations, we use the mean of the FLOPs or user-mode operations from our sample of application execution. In Chapter 7 we additionally present a 95% confidence interval for this sample mean calculated using the Student’s t-distribution.

Summary

With this sampling methodology, we can evaluate natively-sized workloads. We do not require workload modification to make simulation feasible. By using unmodified workloads, we ensure we are capturing their true behavior which gives us more confidence in our conclusions. There are many ways to make this methodology even more robust and to extend it to other workloads outside of scientific computing. Section 8 describes some ideas for extending this methodology.
4 Tightly-integrated GPGPU Address Translation

4.1 Introduction

Although physical integration of CPUs and GPUs is becoming widespread, the GPGPU compute platform is still widely separated from conventional CPUs in terms of its programming model. CPUs have long used virtual memory to simplify data sharing between threads, but GPUs still lag behind.

A shared virtual address space allows “pointer-is-a-pointer” semantics [126] which enable any pointer to be dereferenced on the CPU and the GPU (i.e., each data element only has a single name). This model simplifies sharing data between the CPU and GPU by removing the need for explicit copies, as well as allowing the CPU and GPU to share access to rich pointer-based data structures.

Unfortunately, there is no free lunch. Translating from virtual to physical addresses comes with overheads. Translation look-aside buffers (TLBs) consume a significant amount of power due to their high associativity [67, 68, 138], and TLB misses can significantly decrease performance [13, 18, 70, 90]. Additionally, correctly designing the memory manage-
ment unit (MMU) is tricky due to rare events such as page faults and TLB shutdown [150].

Current GPUs have limited support for virtualized addresses [34, 81, 146]. However, this support is poorly documented publicly and has not been thoroughly evaluated in the literature. Additionally, industry has implemented limited forms of shared virtual address space. NVIDIA proposed Unified Virtual Addressing (UVA) and OpenCL has similar mechanisms. However, UVA requires special allocation and pinned memory pages [101] which can have significant performance impact [95].

The HSA foundation announced heterogeneous Uniform Memory Accesses (hUMA) which will implement a shared virtual address space in future heterogeneous processors [128], but details of this support are not available in public literature.

Engineering a GPU MMU appears challenging, as GPU architectures deviate significantly from traditional multicore CPUs. Current integrated GPUs have hundreds of individual execution lanes, and this number is growing. For instance the AMD A10 APU, with 400 lanes, can in principle require up to 400 unique translations in a single cycle! In addition, the GPU is highly multithreaded which leads to many memory requests in flight at the same time.

To drive GPU MMU design, we present an analysis of the memory access behavior of current GPGPU applications. Our workloads are taken from the Rodinia benchmark suite [27] and a database sort workload. We present three key findings and a potential MMU design motivated by each finding:

1. The coalescing hardware and scratchpad memory effectively filter the TLB request rate. Therefore, the L1 TLB should be placed after the coalescing hardware to leverage the traffic reduction.

2. Concurrent TLB misses are common on GPUs with an average of 60 to a maximum of over 1000 concurrent page walks! This fact motivates a highly-threaded page table walker to deliver the required throughput.
3. GPU TLBs have a very high miss rate with an average of 29%. Thus, reducing TLB miss penalty is crucial to reducing the pressure on the page table walker, and thus, we employ a page walk cache.

Through this data-driven approach we develop a proof-of-concept GPU MMU design that is fully compatible with CPU page tables (x86-64 in this work). Figure 4.6 shows an overview of the GPU MMU evaluated in this chapter. This design uses a TLB per GPU compute unit (CU) and a shared page walk unit to avoid excessive per-CU hardware. The shared page walk unit contains a highly-threaded page table walker and a page walk cache.

The simplicity of this MMU design shows that address translation can be implemented on the GPU without exotic hardware. We find that using this GPU MMU design incurs modest performance degradation (an average of less than 2% compared to an ideal MMU with an infinite sized TLB and minimal latency page walks) while simplifying the burden on the programmer.

In addition to our proof-of-concept design, we present a set of alternative designs that we also considered, but did not choose due to poor performance or increased complexity. These designs include adding a shared L2 TLB, including a TLB prefetcher, and alternative page walk cache designs. We also analyzed the impact of large pages on the GPU TLB. We find that large pages do in fact decrease the TLB miss rate. However, in order to provide compatibility with CPU page tables, and ease the burden of the programmer, we cannot rely solely on large pages for GPU MMU performance.

The contributions of this work are:

- An analysis of the GPU MMU usage characteristics for GPU applications,
- A proof-of-concept GPU MMU design which is compatible with x86-64 page tables, and
- An evaluation of our GPU MMU design that shows a GPU MMU can be implemented without significant performance degradation.
4.2 Background

General background on GPU architecture is covered in Chapter 2. In this section, we focus on the GPU programming model details that relate to shared virtual memory and background on CPU MMU designs.

GPU programming model

Current GPGPU programming models consider the GPU as a separate entity with its own memory, virtual address space, scheduler, etc. Programming for the GPU currently requires careful management of data between CPU and GPU memory spaces.

Figure 4.1 shows an example CUDA application. Figure 4.1a shows a simple kernel that copies from one vector (in) to another (out). Figure 4.1b shows the code required to use the vectorCopy kernel using the current separate address space paradigm. In addition to allocating the required memory on the host CPU and initializing the data, memory also is explicitly allocated on, and copied to, the GPU before running the kernel. After the kernel completes, the CPU copies the data back so the application can use the result of the GPU computation.

There are many drawbacks to this programming model. Although array-based data structures are straightforward to move from the CPU to the GPU memory space, pointer-based data structures, like linked-lists and trees, present complications. Also, separate virtual address spaces cause data to be replicated. Even on shared physical memory devices, like AMD Fusion, explicit memory allocation and data replication is still widespread due to separate virtual address spaces. Additionally, due to replication, only a subset of the total memory in a system is accessible to GPU programs. Finally, explicit separate allocation and data movement makes GPU applications difficult to program and understand as each logical variable has multiple names (d_in, h_in and d_out, h_out in the example).

Beginning with the Fermi architecture, NVIDIA introduced “unified virtual addressing”
__device__ void vectorCopy(int *in, int *out) {
    out[threadId.idx] = in[threadId.idx];
}

(a) Simple vector copy kernel

void main()
{
    int *d_in, *d_out;
    int *h_in, *h_out;
    // allocate input array on host
    h_in = new int[1024];
    h_in = ... // Initial host array
    // allocate output array on host
    h_out = new int[1024];
    // allocate input array on device
    d_in = cudaMalloc(sizeof(int)*1024);
    // allocate output array on device
    d_out = cudaMalloc(sizeof(int)*1024);
    // copy input array from host to device
    cudaMemcpy(d_in, h_in, sizeof(int)*1024, HtD);
    vectorCopy<<<1,1024>>>(d_in, d_out);
    // copy the output array from device to host
    cudaMemcpy(h_out, d_out, sizeof(int)*1024, DtH);
    // continue host computation with result
    ... h_out
    // Free memory
    cudaFree(d_in); cudaFree(d_out);
    delete [] h_in; delete [] h_out;
}

(b) Separate memory space implementation

int main()
{
    int *h_in, h_out;
    // allocate input/output array on host
    h_in = cudaHostMalloc(sizeof(int)*1024);
    h_in = ... // Initial host array
    h_out = cudaHostMalloc(sizeof(int)*1024);
    vectorCopy <<<1,1024>>> (h_in, h_out);
    // continue host computation with result
    ... h_out
    // Free memory
    cudaHostFree(h_in); cudaFree(h_out);
}

(c) "Unified virtual address" implementation
```c
int main() {
    int *h_in, h_out;
    // allocate input/output array on host
    h_in = new int[1024];
    h_in = ... // Initial host array
    h_out = new int[1024];
    vectorCopy <<<1,1024>>> (h_in, h_out);
    // continue host computation with result
    ... h_out
    delete [] h_in; delete [] h_out;
}
```

(d) Shared virtual address space implementation

Figure 4.1: Example GPGPU application

(UVA) [101] (OpenCL has a similar feature as well). Figure 4.1c shows the implementation of vectorCopy with UVA. The vector-copy kernel is unchanged from the separate address space kernel. In the UVA example, instead of allocating two copies of the input and output vectors, only a single allocation is necessary. However, this allocation requires a special API which creates difficulties in using pointer-based data structures. Separate allocation makes composability of GPU kernels in library code difficult as well, because the allocation is a CUDA runtime library call, not a normal C or C++ allocation (e.g. new/malloc/mmap). Memory allocated via cudaMallocHost can be implemented in two different ways. Either the memory is pinned in the main memory of the host, which can lead to poor performance [100], or the data is implicitly copied to a separate virtual address space which has the previously discussed drawbacks.

Figure 4.1d shows the implementation with a shared virtual address space (the programming model used in this chapter). In this implementation, the application programmer is free to use standard memory allocation functions. Also, there is no extra memory allocated, reducing the memory pressure. Finally, by leveraging the CPU operating system for memory allocation and management, the programming model allows the GPU to take page faults and access memory mapped files. HSA HUMA takes a similar approach [128].
CPU MMU design

The memory management unit (MMU) on CPUs translates virtual addresses to physical address as well as checks page protection. In this chapter we focus on the x86-64 ISA; however, our results generalize to any multi-level hardware-walked page table structure. The CPU MMU for the x86-64 ISA consists of three major components: 1) logic to check protection and segmentation on each access, 2) a translation look-aside buffer to cache virtual to physical translations and protection information to decrease translation latency, and 3) logic to walk the page table in the case of a TLB miss. In this work, we use the term MMU to refer to the unit that contains the TLB and other supporting structures. Many modern CPU MMU designs contain other structures to increase TLB hit rates and decrease TLB miss latency.

The x86-64 page table is a 4-level tree structure. By default, the TLB holds page table entries, which reside in the leaves of the tree. Therefore, on a TLB miss, up to four memory accesses are required. The page table walker (PTW) traverses the tree from the root which is found in the CR3 register. The PTW issues memory requests to the page walk cache that caches data from the page table. Requests that hit in the page walk cache decrease the TLB miss penalty. Memory requests that miss in the page walk cache are issued to the memory system similar to CPU memory requests and can be cached in the data caches.

The x86-64 ISA has extensions for 2 MB and 1 GB pages in addition to the default 4 KB page size. However, few applications currently take advantage of this huge page support. Additionally, it is important for an MMU to support 4 KB pages for general compatibility with all applications.

4.3 Simulation methodology and workloads

We used a cycle-level heterogeneous simulator, gem5-gpu [115] (Section 3.1), to simulate the heterogeneous system. Results are presented for 4 KB pages. Large page support is
Table 4.1: Details of simulation parameters

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Component</th>
<th>Specification</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>CPU</td>
<td>1 core, 2 GHz, 64 KB L1, 2 MB L2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>GPU</td>
<td>16 CUs, 1.4 GHz, 32 lanes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>L1 cache (per-CU)</td>
<td>64 KB, 4-way set associative, 15 ns latency</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Scratchpad memory</td>
<td>16 KB, 15 ns latency</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>GPU L2 cache</td>
<td>1 MB, 16-way set associative, 130 ns latency</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DRAM</td>
<td>2 GB, DDR3 timing, 8 channel, 667 MHz</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

discussed in Section 4.6. Table 4.1 shows the configuration parameters used in obtaining our results. Section 3.1 contains the details of gem5-gpu.

We use a subset of the Rodinia benchmark suite [27] for our workloads. We do not use some Rodinia benchmarks as the input sizes are too large to simulate. The Rodinia benchmarks are GPU-only workloads, and we use these workloads as a proxy for the GPU portion of future heterogeneous workloads (details on changes made to the Rodinia workloads in Section 3.1). We add one workload, sort, to this set. Sort is a database sorting kernel that sorts a set of records with 10 byte keys and 90 byte payloads. All workloads are modified to remove the memory copies, and all allocations are with general allocators (new/malloc/mmap). Although we are running in a simulation environment and using reduced input sized, many of our working sets are much larger than the TLB reach; thus, we expect our general findings to hold as working set size increases.

As a baseline, we use an ideal, impossible to implement MMU. We model an ideal MMU with infinite sized per-CU TLBs and minimal latency (1 cycle cache hits) for page walks. This is the minimum translation overhead in our simulation infrastructure.

### 4.4 Designing a GPU MMU through analysis

We meet the challenges of designing a GPU MMU by using data to evolve through three architectures to our proof-of-concept recommendation (Design 3). Design 3 enables full compatibility with x86-64 page tables with less than 2% performance overhead, on average. Table 4.2 details the designs in this section as well as the additional designs from Section 4.6.
Table 4.2: Configurations under study. Structures are sized so each configuration uses 16 KB of storage.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>Per-CU L1 TLB entries</th>
<th>Highly-threaded page table walker</th>
<th>Page walk cache size</th>
<th>Shared L2 TLB entries</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Ideal MMU</td>
<td>Infinite</td>
<td>Infinite</td>
<td>Infinite</td>
<td>None</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Section 4.4</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Design 0</td>
<td>N/A: Per-lane MMUs</td>
<td>None</td>
<td>None</td>
<td>None</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Design 1</td>
<td>128</td>
<td>Per-CU walkers</td>
<td>None</td>
<td>None</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Design 2</td>
<td>128</td>
<td>Yes (32-way)</td>
<td>None</td>
<td>None</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Design 3</td>
<td>64</td>
<td>Yes (32-way)</td>
<td>8 KB</td>
<td>None</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Section 4.6</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Shared L2</td>
<td>64</td>
<td>Yes (32-way)</td>
<td>None</td>
<td>1024</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Shared L2 &amp; PWC</td>
<td>32</td>
<td>Yes (32-way)</td>
<td>8 KB</td>
<td>512</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ideal PWC</td>
<td>64</td>
<td>Yes (32-way)</td>
<td>Infinite</td>
<td>None</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Latency</strong></td>
<td>1 cycle</td>
<td>20 cycles</td>
<td>8 cycles</td>
<td>20 cycles</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

We start with a CPU-like MMU (Design 0) and then modify it as the GPU data demands. Design 0 follows CPU core design with a private MMU at each lane (or “core” in NVIDIA terminology). Design 0 has the same problems as a CPU MMU—high power, on the critical path, etc.—but they are multiplied by the 100s of GPU lanes. For these reasons, we do not quantitatively evaluate Design 0.

**Motivating Design 1: Post-coalescer MMU**

Here we show that moving the GPU MMU from before to after the coalescer (Design 0 → Design 1) reduces address translation traffic by 85%.

GPU memory referencing behavior differs from that of CPUs. For various benchmarks, Figure 4.2 presents operations per thousand cycles for scratchpad memory lane instructions (left bar, top, blue), pre-coalescer global memory lane instructions (left bar, bottom, green), and post-coalescer global memory accesses (right bar, brown). The “average” bars represent the statistic if each workload was run sequentially, one after the other.

Figure 4.2 shows that, for every thousand cycles, the benchmarks average:

- 602 total memory lane instructions,
• 268 of which are global memory lane instructions (with the other 334 to scratchpad memory), and

• Coalescing reduces global memory lane instructions to only 39 global memory accesses.

In total, the rate of memory operations is reduced from 602 to 39 per thousand cycles for an 85% reduction.

Although the coalescing hardware is effective, the benchmarks do show significant memory divergence. Perfect coalescing on 32 lanes per CU would reduce 268 global memory lane instructions (per thousand cycles) by $32 \times$ to 9, which is much less than the 39 observed.

To benefit from this bandwidth filtering, Design 1 includes a private per-CU L1 TLB after scratchpad memory access and after the coalescing hardware. Thus, the MMU is only accessed on global memory accesses. Figure 4.6 shows Design 1 in light gray and Table 4.2 details the configuration parameters.
Motivating Design 2: Highly-threaded page table walker

Here we show that Design 1 fails to perform well (average performance is 30% of an ideal MMU), isolate the problem to bursts of TLBs misses (60 concurrent), and advocate for a highly-threaded PTW (Design 2).
Now that we have mitigated the bandwidth issues, we might expect Design 1 to perform well; it does not. For each benchmark and the average, Figure 4.3 shows the performance of Design 1 (leftmost, red) compared to an ideal MMU with an impossibly low latency and infinite sized TLBs. Performance is good when it is close to the ideal MMU’s 1.0. (Designs 2 (blue) and 3 (green) will be discussed later.)

Figure 4.3 results show that Design 1 (blue) performs:

- Poorly on average (30% of ideal’s),
- Sometimes very poorly (about 10% of ideal for backprop, bfs, and pathfinder), and
- Occasionally adequately (gaussian and lud).

These performance variations occur for various reasons. For example, bfs is memory bound—having few instructions per memory operation—making it particularly sensitive to global memory latency. On the other hand, gaussian and lud perform well, in part because the working set sizes are relatively small.

Investigating Design 1’s poor performance lead to an obvious culprit: bursts of TLB misses. For each benchmark and the average, Figure 4.4 shows the average (left, red) and maximum across CUs (right, blue) occupancy of the page walk queue when each page walk begins. Note that the y-axis is logarithmic.

Figure 4.4 shows that when each page walk is issued:

- An average of 60 page table walks are active at that CU, and
- The worst workload averages 140 concurrent page table walks.

Moreover, additional data show that, for these workloads, over 90% of page walks are issued within 500 cycles of the previous page walk, which is significantly less than the average page walk latency in this design. Also, almost all workloads use many more than 100 concurrent page walks at the maximum. Therefore, these workloads will experience high queuing delays with a conventional blocking page table walker. This also shows that
the GPU MMU requires changes from the CPU-like single-threaded pagetable walker of Design 1.

This high page walk traffic is primarily because GPU applications can be very bandwidth intensive. GPU hardware is built to run instructions in lock step, and because of this characteristic, many GPU threads simultaneously execute a memory instruction. This, coupled with the fact each CU supports many simultaneous warp instructions, means GPU TLB miss traffic will be high.

Therefore, Design 2 includes a shared multi-threaded page table walker with 32 threads. Figure 4.6 shows how Design 2 builds on Design 1 in dark gray and Table 4.2 details the configuration parameters. The page walk unit is shared between all CUs on the GPU to eliminate duplicate hardware at each CU and reduce the hardware overhead. On a TLB miss in the per-CU L1 TLBs, the shared page walk unit is accessed and executes a page walk.

Recent work by Yoon et al. has further studied the page table walk bandwidth bottleneck in heterogeneous systems [156]. In this thesis, we do not constrain the bandwidth at the shared page walk unit. This has a small performance impact on the Rodinia workloads analyzed in this thesis. However, Yoon et al. show this is a poor assumption when running graph-based and irregular workloads [156].

**Motivating Design 3: Add a page walk cache**

Here we show that Design 2 performs much better than Design 1 for most workloads but still falls short of an ideal MMU (30% of ideal on average). For this reason, we introduce Design 3 that adds a shared page walk cache to perform within 2% of ideal.

The second bars in Figure 4.3 (blue) show the performance of each benchmark for Design 2. Results from this figure show that Design 2:

- Often performs much better than Design 1, but
That these benefits are inconsistent and short of ideal.

We find the workloads that perform best have been tuned to tolerate long latency memory operations and the addition of the TLB miss latency is hidden by thread parallelism.

On the other hand, some workloads, e.g., bfs and nw, actually perform worse with Design 2 than Design 1. We isolated the problem to the many requests from one CU queuing in front of another CU’s requests rather than being handled more round robin as in the single-threaded page-table walker of Design 1. While this specific effect might be fixed by changing PTW queuing from first-come-first-serve, we seek a more broadly effective solution.

To better understand why Design 2 falls short of ideal, we examined the TLB miss rates. Figure 4.5 shows the miss rates (per-CU, 128 entry) for each benchmark and the average. Figure 4.5 results show that per-CU TLB miss rates:

- Average 29% across benchmarks and
- Can be as high as 67% (nw).

Needless to say, these rates are much higher than one expects for CPU TLBs. Gaussian is a low outlier, because of high computational density (compute operations per byte of...
data) and small working set (so all TLB misses are compulsory misses).

This high miss rate is not surprising. With many simultaneous warps and many threads per warp, a GPU CU can issue memory requests to a very large number of pages. In addition, many GPU applications exhibit a memory access pattern with poor temporal locality reducing the effectiveness of caching translations. If an access pattern has no temporal locality (e.g. streaming), even with perfect coalescing, each CU could potentially access 128 bytes per cycle. This translates to only 32 cycles to access an entire 4 KB page, in the worst case.

As discussed previously, the global memory access rate on GPUs is quite low (39 accesses per thousand cycles on average) and consequently the TLB request rate is small. Therefore, it’s possible that even though the GPU TLB exhibits high miss rates the miss traffic (misses per cycle) could be relatively low. However, this is not the case. There is an average of 1.4 TLB misses per thousand cycles and a maximum of 13 misses per thousand cycles.

We investigated several alternatives to improve on Design 2, discussed further in Section 4.6, and settled on one. Our preferred Design 3 includes a page walk cache with the shared page walk unit to decrease the TLB miss latency. Figure 4.6 shows how Design 3 builds on Design 2 in black and Table 4.2 details the configuration parameters.

Returning to Figure 4.3, the third bars (brown) show performance of Design 3 relative to an ideal MMU (1.0):

- Design 3 increases performance for all benchmarks over Design 2 and
- Design 3 is within 2% of the ideal MMU on average.

This increase in overall performance occurs because the page walk cache significantly reduces the average page walk time reducing the number of cycles the CU is stalled. Adding a page walk cache reduces the average latency for page table walks by over 95% and correspondingly increases the performance. The performance improvement of Design
The worst workload averages 140 concurrent page table walks. Moreover, additional data show that, for these workloads, over 90% of page walks are issued within 500 cycles of the previous page walk, which is significantly less than the ideal miss rate of 2.

Figure 6: Performance of each design relative to an ideal MMU. See Table 2 for details of configurations.

Figure 4.6: Overview of the GPU MMU designs. Design 1 is shown in light gray. Design 2 is shown in light and dark gray. Design 3 is shown in light and dark gray and black.

3 is in part due to reducing the occupancy of the page walk buffers since the page walk latency decreased. This fact is most pronounced for bfs and nw, which suffered from queuing delays.

Summary of proof-of-concept design (Design 3)

This section summarizes our proof-of-concept Design 3 and presents additional details to explain its operation. Figure 4.6 details Design 3. The numbers correspond to the order in which each structure is accessed. Design 3 is made up of three main components, the per-CU post-coalescer L1 TLBs, the highly-threaded page table walker, and a shared page walk cache, discussed below.

**Per-CU post-coalescer L1 TLBs**—Each CU has a private TLB that is accessed after coalescing and scratchpad memory to leverage the traffic reduction. On TLB hits, the memory request is translated then forwarded to the L1 cache. On TLB misses, the warp instruction is stalled until the shared page walk unit completes the page table lookup and
returns the virtual to physical address translation. Stalling at this point in the pipeline is common for memory divergent workloads, and the associated hardware is already present in the CUs.

**Highly-threaded page table walker**—The PTW design consists of a hardware state machine to walk the x86-64 page table and a set of page walk buffers that hold the current state of each outstanding page walk, shown in Figure 4.7. On a TLB miss, the page walk state machine allocates a page walk buffer entry and initializes the outstanding address to the value in the CR3 register, which holds the address of the root of the page table. Next, the page walk state machine issues the memory request corresponding to the buffer entry. When memory responds, the page walk buffers are queried for the match, and the state for that request is sent to page walk state machine, which then issues the next memory request or returns final translation.

The PTW also has supporting registers and logic to handle faults that occur when walking the page table. Concurrent page faults are serialized and handled one at a time by the operating system. Page faults are discussed in detail in Section 4.5.

This design can also extend to other ISAs that have hardware page table walkers. For
example, the ARM MMU also defines a hardware page table walker and this can be used in place of the x86-64 page walk state machine included in our current design.

**Page walk cache**—Many modern CPUs contain a small cache within the memory management unit to accelerate page table walks. Since the latency of the L2 cache of a GPU is very long (nearly 300 cycles) a cache close to the MMU decreases the page walk latency significantly. We use a page walk cache design similar to AMD [15]. It caches non-leaf levels of the page table, decreasing the number of L2 cache and DRAM accesses required for a page table walk. Other page walk cache designs are discussed in Section 4.6. However, we do not see a significant performance improvement over Design 3 with these alternatives.

### 4.5 Correctness issues

In this section, we discuss the issues and implementation of page faults and TLB shootdown for the GPU architecture. We expect these events to be rare. For instance, often workloads are sized to fit in main memory virtually eliminating major page faults. Nevertheless, we correctly implement page faults and TLB shootdown in Linux 2.6.22 on top of gem5 full-system simulation, to our knowledge a first in public literature.

**Page fault handling**

Although rare, the GPU memory management unit architecture must be able to handle page faults to have correct execution.

There are two different categories of page faults, major and minor. Below we give details on how each is handled.

**Minor page faults**—A minor page fault occurs when the operating system has already allocated virtual memory for an address, but it has not yet allocated a physical frame and written the page table. Minor page faults do not require accessing the disk or other backing storage device. Minor page faults often occur when sharing virtual memory between
processes, copy-on-write memory, and on the initial accesses after memory allocation. The last is common in our workloads as there are many large calls to malloc in which the memory is not touched by the CPU process. As an example, in Figure 3c, h_out is allocated by the CPU process, but is not accessed until the copyVector kernel and causes a minor page fault. Minor page faults are low latency, about 5000 cycles on average in our workloads. The operating system only needs to allocate a physical frame and modify the page table with the new physical page number. Since the page fault is low latency, we stall the faulting warp instruction in the same way as a TLB miss.

**Major page faults**—For major page faults, the operating system must perform a long-latency action, such as a disk access. Stalling an application for milliseconds—while likely correct—wastes valuable GPU execution resources. To handle this case, the GPU application, or a subset thereof, could be preempted similar to a context switch on a CPU. However, this technique has drawbacks since the GPU’s context is very large (e.g., 2 MB of register file on NVIDIA Fermi [101]). Another possibility is to leverage checkpointing, and restart the offending applications after the page fault has been handled. There are proposals like iGPU [92] to reduce the overhead of these events. However, none of our workloads have any major page faults so we do not focus on this case.

**GPU page fault handler implementation**

Although there are many ways to implement handling page faults, in this GPU MMU architecture we chose to slightly modify the CPU hardware and make no modifications to the operating system. Our page fault handling logic leverages the operating system running on the CPU core similar to CPU MMU page fault logic. We use this design for two reasons. First, this design does not require any changes to the GPU execution hardware as it does not need to run a full-fledged operating system. Second, this design does not require switching contexts on the GPU as it can handle minor page faults by stalling the faulting instruction.
The only CPU change necessary is modification of the microcode that implements the IRET (return from interrupt) instruction. When a page fault is detected by the page table walker logic, the address which generated the fault is written into the page fault register in the GPU page walk unit. Then, the page fault proceeds similar to a page fault generated by the CPU MMU. The faulting address is written into the CPU core’s CR2 register, which hold the faulting address for CPU page faults, and a page fault interrupt is raised. Then, the page fault handler in the operating system runs on the CPU core. The operating system is responsible for writing the correct translation into the page table, or generating a signal (e.g., SEGFAULT) if the memory request is faulting. Once the page fault handler is complete, the operating system executes an IRET instruction on the CPU core to return control to the user-level code. To signal the GPU that the page fault is complete, on GPU page faults, we add a check of the GPU page fault register in the IRET microcode implementation. If the address in that register matches the CR2 address then the page fault may be complete (it is possible the operating system could have finished some other interrupt instead). To check if the page fault is complete, the page walk unit on the GPU performs a second page table walk for the faulting address. If the translation is found, then the page fault handler was successful and the page fault register on both the page walk unit and the CPU are cleared. If the second page walk was not successful then the GPU MMU continues to wait for the page fault handler to complete.

Page fault discussion

We implemented the above technique to handle page faults in the gem5 simulator running Linux (version 2.6.22.9) in full-system mode. Using this implementation, the Linux kernel correctly handles minor page faults for all of our GPU applications.

For this implementation, the page fault handling logic assumes that the GPU process is still running on the CPU core. This will be true if, for instance, the application can run on the CPU and GPU at the same time, or the CPU runtime puts the CPU core into a low
power state and does not change contexts.

However, the CPU runtime may yield the CPU core while the GPU is running. In this situation, page faults are still handled correctly, but they are longer latency as there is a context switch to the process which spawned the GPU work before the operating system begins handling the page fault. This is similar to what happens when other process-specific hardware interrupts are encountered. Another option is to include a separate general purpose core to handle operating system kernel execution for the GPU. This core can handle any page faults generated by the running GPU kernel in the same way as described above.

**TLB flushes and shootdown**

The GPU MMU design handles TLB flushes similarly to the CPU MMU. When the CR3 register is written on the CPU core that launched the GPU application, the GPU MMU is notified via inter-processor communication and all of the GPU TLBs are flushed. This is a rare event, so performance is not a first order concern. Since there is a one-to-one relation between the CPU core executing the CPU process and the GPU kernel, on TLB a shootdown to the CPU core, the GPU TLBs are also flushed. The GPU cannot initiate a shootdown, only participate. When a CPU initiates a shootdown, it sends a message to the GPU MMU which responds after it has been handled by flushing the TLBs. If the GPU runtime allows the CPU processes to be de-scheduled during GPU kernel execution, TLB flushes and shootdown become more complicated. However, this can be handled in a similar way as page faults. If TLB shootdown to GPU CUs becomes common, there are many proposals to reduce the overheads for TLB shootdown [129, 145].
Figure 4.8: Sharing pattern for the 512 entry L2 TLB. 16 sharers implies all CUs sharing each entry.

Figure 4.9: Performance of a shared L1 TLB and an ideal PWC relative to the ideal MMU. See Table 4.2 for details of configurations.
4.6 Alternative designs

Here, we discuss some alternative designs we considered as we developed our proof-of-concept design. These design either do not perform as well or are more complex than Design 3. We first evaluate the addition of a shared L2 TLB and then alternative page walk cache designs. Next, we discuss adding a TLB prefetcher and the impact of large pages. Finally, we consider the impact of alternative MMU designs on area and energy.

Shared L2 TLB

A shared L2 TLB can capture multiple kinds of data sharing between execution units [18]. This cache can exploit sharing of translations between separate CUs, effectively prefetching the translation for all but the first CU to access the page. The shared L2 TLB can also exploit striding between CUs where the stride is within the page size (e.g., CU 1 accesses address 0x100, CU 2 0x200, etc.).

The shared L2 TLB is most effective when each entry is referenced by many CUs. Figure 4.8 shows the number of CUs that access each L2 TLB entry before eviction. 16 sharers show all CUs share each entry, and one sharer shows no overlap in the working sets. Figure 4.8 shows most applications share each L2 TLB entries with many CUs and some share entries with all CUs. In these cases, the shared L2 TLB can improve performance by sharing the capacity of the L2 TLB between CUs.

Due to this potential, we investigated two MMU designs with shared L2 TLBs. The first design (Shared L2) has private L1 TLBs with a shared L2 TLB and no page walk cache. In this design the area that is devoted to the page walk cache in Design 3 is instead used for the L2 TLB. The second design we evaluate (Shared L2 & PWC) contains private L1 TLBs, a shared L2 TLB, and a page walk cache. In this design each L1 TLB size is reduced to accommodate an L2 TLB. All of the designs evaluated use a total of 16 KB of storage for their implementation.
Figure 4.9 shows the performance of these two designs relative to an ideal MMU in the first two bars. Parameters for each configuration are in Table 4.2.

Shared L2—per-CU private L1 TLBs and a shared L2 TLB: With a shared L2 TLB, many applications perform as well as the ideal, like Design 3 (Figure 4.9 leftmost bars in blue). However, bfs, nw, and sort perform at least 2x worse. For these applications, decreasing the page walk latency is very important as the L1 TLBs experience a high miss rate. nn sees a slowdown when using the Shared L2 design because there is no sharing of TLB entries between CUs. Thus, area dedicated to a page walk cache is more useful for this workload. On average, there is more than a 2x slowdown when using a shared L2 TLB instead of a page walk cache.

Shared L2 & PWC—per-CU private L1 TLBs, a shared L2 TLB, and a page walk cache: The second bars (green) in Figure 4.9 show the performance with both a shared L2 TLB and a page walk cache compared to an ideal MMU. In this configuration, even though the L1 TLB size is reduced, performance does not significantly decrease; the average performance is within 0.1%. Using both a shared L2 TLB and a page walk cache achieves the benefits of both: it takes advantage of sharing between CUs and reduces the average page walk latency. We chose to not include an L2 TLB in our proof-of-concept design as it adds complexity without affecting performance.

Alternative page walk cache designs

In this work, we use a page walk cache similar to the structure implemented by AMD [15]. In this design, physical addresses are used to index the cache. Other designs for a page walk cache that index the cache based on virtual addresses, including Intel-style translation caches, have been shown to increase performance for CPUs [11]. We chose to use an AMD-style page walk cache primarily for ease of implementation in our simulator infrastructure.

To evaluate the possible effects of other page walk cache designs, we evaluated our workloads with an ideal (infinitely sized) page walk cache with a reduced latency to model
a single access, the best case for the translation cache. The rightmost (brown) bars in Figure 4.9 show the performance with a 64 entry L1 TLB and the ideal page walk cache compared to an ideal MMU. The ideal page walk cache increases performance by an average of 1% over our proof-of-concept Design 3. For bfs the ideal page walk cache increases performance by a more significant 10% over Design 3 as this workload is sensitive to the page walk latency. From this data, a different page walk cache design may be able to increase performance, but not significantly.

TLB prefetching

We evaluated Design 3 with the addition of a one-ahead TLB prefetcher [70]. The TLB prefetcher issues a page walk for the next page on each L1 TLB miss and on each prefetch buffer hit. The TLB prefetcher does not affect the performance of our workloads. Prefetching, on average, has a less than 1 impact on performance. One hypothesis as to the ineffectiveness of TLB prefetching is the bursty-ness of demand misses. Other, more complicated, prefetching schemes may show more performance improvement, but are out of the scope of this thesis.

Large pages

Large pages reduce the miss rate for TLBs on CPUs. On GPUs, due to the high spatial locality of accesses, large pages should also work well. When evaluated, for all of our workloads except gaussian, 2 MB pages reduce the TLB miss rate by more than 99%, resulting in more than 100 times fewer TLB misses. As previously mentioned, since the working set for Gaussian fits in the TLB, large pages do not provide as much benefit, although the miss rate is reduced by over 80%.

Large pages work well for the workloads under study in this chapter, but may not perform as well for future, larger memory footprint, workloads. Additionally, to maintain compatibility with today’s CPU applications, the MMU requires 4 KB pages. Alternatively,
requiring applications to use large pages would place a burden on the application developer to use a special allocator API for memory that is accessed by the GPU.

**Energy and area**

Figure 4.10 shows the relative area and energy of the MMU for a subset of designs. We used a combination of Cacti [96] and McPAT [83] to determine relative area and dynamic access energy of each structure.

Figure 4.10a shows that all configurations are less area than the L1 TLB-only Design 2. This is because Design 2 has many large and highly associative TLBs, one per CU. The other configurations that share structures can amortize the overheads and provide higher performance. The shared L2 design is much more energy hungry than the other configurations. This is because the L1 TLBs do not filter a large percentage of requests (the average miss rate is 27%) and accesses to a large associative structure are high energy.

Design 3 with only a page walk cache shows a modest energy reduction (20%) and increases performance significantly over the Design 2. This energy reduction comes from having smaller highly associative structures (L1 TLBs) and a larger lower associativity
structure (the page walk cache). The design with both a page walk cache and shared L2 TLB (Shared L2 & PWC) has the smallest area, but has a modest energy increase (25%) over Design 2. Here, there is a tradeoff between energy and area reduction.

4.7 Related work

In this work we build on research accelerating CPU MMUs. Page walk caches and translation caches improve MMU performance by accelerating the page table walk [15, 58]. Barr et al. explored other MMU cache structures as well and found that a unified translation cache can outperform both the page walk cache and the translation cache [11].

Sharing resources between CPU cores has been studied as a way to decrease CPU TLB miss rate. Bhattacharjee and Martonosi examine a shared last level TLB [17] and a shared page walk cache [16]. These accelerate multi-threaded applications on the CPU by sharing translations between cores. These works target multithreaded applications on the CPU and apply similarly to the GPU since, in the common case, all CUs of the GPU are running the same application.

There are also several patents for industrial solutions for GPU virtual address translation [34, 146]. However, these patents have no evaluation and little implementation details.

There are multiple attempts to reduce the complexity of the GPGPU programming model through software [41, 130]. While these frameworks simplify the code for straightforward applications, like the UVA implementation of the vectorcopy example presented, it is still difficult to represent complex data structures.

GPUfs presents a POSIX-like API for the GPU that allows the GPU to access files mapped by the operating system. Similar to GPUfs, this chapter simplifies programming the GPU by providing developers with a well-known interface (shared virtual address space). Additionally, as a consequence of correctly handling page faults on the GPU, this
chapter also provides a method for the GPU to access files. GPUfs accomplishes these goals on current hardware through a complicated software library whereas this chapter implements solutions for future hardware similar to how conventional CPUs solve these problems.

Concurrent with our work, Pichai et al. also investigate address translation for GPGPUs [111]. Both their and our work show that modest hardware changes can enable low-overhead GPU address translation, but with different designs and emphasis. For example, Pichai et al. use a 4-ported TLB and PTW scheduling, while we use a single-ported TLB and highly-threaded PTW. Pichai et al. additionally explore address translation effects on GPU warp scheduling, while we explore MMU correctness issues, like page faults, in a CPU-GPU system using gem5-gpu full-system simulation.

Since the work on this chapter was complete, there have been some related work. Vesely et al. evaluated the performance of GPU address translation on real hardware available from AMD [149]. Similar to the conclusions in this chapter, they found that GPU TLB misses are very high latency ($25 \times$ CPU TLB miss latency) and workloads with poor memory coalescing particularly suffer from address translation overhead.

Yoon et al. further investigated address translation overheads by specifically targeting the shared page walk unit bandwidth [156]. In this chapter, we did not consider the bandwidth at the shared page walk unit (e.g., we assumed an infinite bandwidth). Yoon et al. show that limiting this bandwidth significantly degrades performance on emerging irregular GPU workloads. Building off of the ideas in this chapter of filtering bandwidth, Yoon et al. propose using a practical virtual cache hierarchy for the GPU which further filters bandwidth from the shared page walk unit.
4.8 Conclusions

As heterogeneous systems become more prevalent, it is becoming more important to consider how to program these systems. Applications developers assume a shared virtual address space between all of the CPU cores, and in this chapter, we extend this assumption to one other device in the system, the GPGPU. As GPGPUs can issue 100s of per-lane instructions per cycle, supporting address translation appears formidable. Our analysis, however, shows that a non-exotic GPU MMU design performs well with commonly-used 4 KB pages: per-CU post-coalescer TLBs, a shared 32-way highly-threaded page table walker, and a shared page walk cache.

We focused on the x86-64 ISA in this work. However, our findings generalize to any ISA with a hardware walked and tree-based page table structure. The proof-of-concept GPU MMU design analyzed in this chapter shows that decreasing the complexity of programming the GPU without incurring significant overheads is possible, opening the door to novel heterogeneous workloads.

We build on this work in Chapter 5 by leveraging these tightly-integrated GPGPUs. The logical integration provided by the hardware described in this chapter enables performance improvements for analytic database workloads, as we will show in Chapter 5.

4.9 Artifacts

In the process of writing this chapter, the following artifacts were generated. All of the artifacts are available at http://research.cs.wisc.edu/multifacet/gpummu-hpca14/.

- Changes to gem5-gpu to implement the optimized MMU described in this chapter. Most of this work is integrated into the upstream gem5-gpu (https://gem5-gpu.cs.wisc.edu/).

- Benchmarks were modified to support a shared virtual address and minor bug fixes
were added. Both binary and sources are available.

- Other supporting files used for full-system simulation.
- Data generated from running the simulator with specific configurations.
- Scripts to process the data and generate the graphs.
In Chapter 4, we showed how to design a memory management unit for the GPU which allows application developers to use pointer-is-a-pointer semantics with physically integrated GPGPUs. A shared virtual address space and cache coherence [114] between the CPU and GPU enables new workloads to take advantage of the GPU. In this chapter, we explore one of these workloads: analytic database systems.

5.1 Introduction

Businesses from all sectors perform complex analyses on the data they collect from their customers, supply chain, etc. The kinds of analytic database queries we focus on in this chapter include choosing which ad to serve on a webpage, customer recommendation engines, and traditional data warehouse queries. The performance of analytic queries is increasingly important with many of these use cases requiring real-time response latency (milliseconds to seconds). Due to these low-latency response requirements, many analytic databases store all of their data in memory and rarely, if ever, access the disk.

In this chapter, we limit our focus to scan-aggregate queries for two reasons. First,
scans and aggregates are data-parallel operations that are strong candidates for offloading to the GPU, and in this work we make our argument by focusing our attention on scan-aggregate queries in in-memory settings. Second, scans are an important primitive and the workhorse in high-performance in-memory database systems like SAP HANA [38, 153], Oracle Exalytics [43], IBM DB2 BLU [122] and Facebook’s Scuba [3].

A series of scan algorithms have been developed in the database community to exploit this parallelism using hardware artifacts such as the parallelism within regular ALU words (e.g., [84, 123]), and SIMD (short vector units) to accelerate scans (e.g., [29, 65, 84, 123, 152, 153, 159]). The GPU hardware is designed for highly data-parallel workloads like scan-aggregate queries and we show that it can provide higher performance and higher energy efficiency than CPUs. As more processors include integrated on-die GPUs, it will become important for database systems to take advantage of these devices.

Because of the GPU’s potential for increased performance, there has been work accelerating database operations such as sort, scan, aggregate, and join with discrete GPUs (e.g., [46, 47, 69, 134]). These works show discrete GPUs can improve performance for some database operations by over 20×.

However, mainstream database systems still do not commonly use GPGPUs, because there are many overheads associated with discrete GPUs that negate many of their potential benefits. Due to the limited memory capacity of discrete GPUs, when accessing large data sets, the data must be copied across the relatively low bandwidth (16 GB/s) PCIe interface. This data copy time can be up to 98% of the total time to complete a scan using the discrete GPU. Additionally, applications must frequently access the operating system-level device driver to coordinate between the CPU and the GPU, which incurs significant overhead. Many previous works have discounted the overhead of copying the data from the CPU memory, which results in optimistic performance predictions. We find that by including these overheads, the discrete GPU can be 3× slower than a multicore CPU. This result shows that although discrete GPUs may seem a good fit for performing scans, due to their limited
memory capacity they are not practical today. However, we argue that this situation is likely to change due to recent GPU hardware trends.

Today, many systems are integrating the GPU onto the same silicon die as the CPU, and these integrated GPUs with new programming models reduce the overheads of using GPGPUs in database systems. These integrated GPUs share both physical and virtual memory with the CPU. With new GPGPU APIs like heterogeneous system architecture (HSA) [127], integrated GPUs can transparently access all of the CPUs’ memory, greatly simplifying application programming (see Figure 5.2b and Section 2.3). HSA reduces the programming overhead of using GPUs because the CPU and GPU share a single copy of the application data, making it possible to make run-time decisions to use the CPU or the GPU for all or part of the query. As integrated GPUs become more common, it will be important for database systems to take advantage of the computational capability of the silicon devoted to GPUs. Furthermore, GPGPUs have become far easier to program, making it more economical to write and maintain specialized GPU routines.

We implement an in-memory GPU database system by leveraging the fast-scan technique BitWeaving [84] and the database denormalization technique WideTable [85], and a new method to compute aggregates on GPUs efficiently. Using this implementation, we show the benefits of our approach for an important, but admittedly limited, class of scan-aggregate queries. We find that the integrated GPU can provide a speedup of as much as $2.3 \times$ on scans and up to $3.8 \times$ on aggregates. We also evaluate our algorithms on 16 TPC-H queries (using the WideTable technique) and find that by combining the aggregate and scan optimizations, the integrated GPU can increase performance by an average of 30% (up to $3.2 \times$) and decrease energy by 45% on average over a four-core CPU. Thus, we conclude that it is now practical for database systems to actually deploy methods for GPUs in production settings for in-memory scan-aggregate queries. With the proliferation of integrated GPUs, ignoring this computational engine may leave significant performance on the table.
5.2 Implementation

To study scan-aggregate query processing on GPUs, we leverage previous work accelerating analytical scan query processing on the CPU: i.e., we use the BitWeaving scan algorithm [84]. BitWeaving uses a coded columnar layout, packing multiple codes per word. The output of the scan is a bitvector where each 1 bit corresponds to a matching row.

In this work, we use the BitWeaving/V scan algorithm. This algorithm encodes columns using order-preserving dictionaries and then stores the encoded values for a column grouped by the bit position. At a high-level, BitWeaving/V can be thought of as a column store at the bit-level with algorithms that allow evaluating traditional SQL scan predicates in the native bit-level columnar format using simple bitwise operations, such as XOR, AND, and binary addition. (See Li and Patel [84] for details). Figure 5.1 shows an example of a BitWeaving/V representation for a sample column.

The BitWeaving/V method needs small modifications to execute efficiently on GPUs. The largest change to adapt BitWeaving to the GPU is to increase the underlying word size to the logical SIMD width of the GPU. Thus, instead of packing coded values into one 64-bit word as in CPU algorithms, or 128- or 256-bit words in SIMD scan implementations,
the GPU scan implementation uses a logical 16,384-bit word (256 consecutive 64-bit words).

For the discrete GPU, Figure 5.2a shows an overview of how the CPU and the GPU interact using OpenCL—the legacy GPU API. After the database is initialized, when a query arrives, the columns which the query references must be copied to the device, which is a DMA call. Next, the scan is launched to the GPU, which requires a high-latency user-mode to kernel-mode switch and high-latency PCIe communication (shown with bold arrow in Figure 5.2a). Then, the scan is actually executed on the GPU, which may take significantly less time than the previous operations. Once the (possibly many) scan operations have completed, the aggregate operation is launched in a similar fashion incurring the high OS kernel overheads. Finally, the result must be copied back to the CPU memory again paying the OS kernel and PCIe latencies.

Performing this scan on the discrete GPU requires many calls to the operating system’s
kernel display driver, shown as bold arrows in Figure 5.2a. These driver calls incur significant overhead for short running GPU jobs such as column scans. Additionally, since the GPU cannot hold the entire database in its memory, each column must be copied to the GPU before the scan kernel can begin. As most queries require scans over multiple columns, this scan loop is repeated many times.

However, most of these overheads are eliminated on integrated GPUs. Figure 5.2b shows an overview of how the CPU and the GPU interact in our system using HSA. With HSA, integrated GPUs do not interface through the OS kernel driver. Instead, they use user-mode queues which provide low-latency to offload work to the GPU [127]. Therefore, the overhead to use the integrated GPU is simply a few writes to coherent memory with no driver involvement. Additionally, since the integrated GPU shares memory with the CPU, the copies used in the OpenCL version are eliminated. As Figure 5.2b shows, executing a query on the integrated GPU with HSA only requires a few function calls similar to how the CPU executes the query.

**Aggregate computation**

Scan queries generally tend to have aggregation operations in analytic environments, and the aggregate component can dominate the overall query execution time in some cases. In the simplified, scan-based queries that we evaluate in this chapter, a significant percentage of the time is spent in aggregates, an average of 80% across the queries that we use in this chapter. In fact, we find that some queries spend over 99% of their execution time in the aggregate phase.

Since aggregate performance can dominate the overall query performance in some scan-aggregate queries, we investigate offloading the aggregate computation to the GPU (in addition to offloading the scan computation). Tightly-integrated programming models like HSA 2.3 significantly decrease the complexity of offloading the aggregate computation to the GPU. As discussed below, parts of the aggregate computation are more efficiently
performed on the CPU and other parts are more efficiently performed on the GPU. It is easier to take advantage of this fine-grained offloading with current integrated GPUs and the HSA programming model.

In many modern systems, the output of a selection operation produces a result bitvector. In this bitvector, a bit value of 1 indicates the the tuple at the corresponding index position was selected by that operation. To actually fetch the data for the selected tuple, the index value must be converted to an absolute offset that points to the actual memory location of the selected tuple. Instead of evaluating every valid bit sequentially, we batch many valid column offsets and call the computational function only once, as shown in Algorithm 2. We split each column into blocks of $2^{20}$ or about one million codes. This approach optimizes the aggregate primitive in two ways. This algorithm gives much better memory locality when searching for valid bits in the bitvector, and by batching, we decrease the overhead of function calls on the CPU and launching jobs to the GPU.

### Algorithm 2 Aggregate algorithm

**Require:** bitvector that encodes matching tuples split into $2^{20}$-bit blocks

**Require:** reduce functor to compute the aggregate

```plaintext
offsets = [] // Indicies of matching tuples
2: for each bv_block in bitvector do
   for each word in bv_block do
4:   for each true bit in word do
     offsets.append(word_index * 64 + bit_index)
6:   // call functor for group-by/agg.
    reduce(offsets) // Offloaded to integrated GPU
8: clear(offsets)
```

This algorithm takes a bitvector with the selected tuples and a functor (see Algorithm 3 and 4) that is the actual aggregate computation. The bitvector is split into blocks which are each operated on in serial. For each word (8-bytes) of the bitvector block, we search for valid bits (lines 2–4). For each bit that is 1, which corresponds to a selected tuple, we insert the absolute offset into the column into an offsets array. Then, we execute the user-provided functor which computes the aggregate given the computed offsets for that column block.
We find that it is more efficient to use the CPU to compute the offsets than the GPU. When creating the offsets array, many threads may simultaneously try to add new offsets, and it is inefficient for the GPU to coordinate between these threads [32]. Therefore, when performing aggregates on the GPU, we first compute the offsets on the CPU and only perform the reduction operation on the GPU.

Many scan-aggregate queries include group-by operations in their aggregate phase. The number of groups in the group-by statements vary greatly, from a single group (i.e., a simple reduction) to millions of different groups. For group-by operations with multiple columns the number of groups can be even larger.

We investigate two different algorithms to compute group-by aggregate: direct storage (Algorithm 3) and hashed storage (Algorithm 4). The direct storage algorithm allocates space for every group and directly updates the corresponding values. The hashed storage algorithm uses a hash of the group ID instead and does not require a one-to-one mapping. The hash-based algorithm is required when there are many groups or the groups are sparse as the direct storage method would use too much memory.

**Algorithm 3 Direct group-by (reduce with direct storage)**

**Require:** offsets a list of tuple indices

1: // array for storage of aggregate value for each group
2: static aggregates[num_groups]
3: for each offset in offsets do
4: // Materialize the column data and calculate group_id
5: // Perform aggregate based on op
6: aggregates[group_id] (op) data

In the direct group-by algorithm, we store the aggregate values of each group directly in an array (aggregates on line 2). These values are stored statically to persist across multiple instances of this function. For each offset in the provided offsets array, we look up the value contained in the tuple at that offset, which may result in accessing multiple columns. Then, we perform the aggregate operation (op on line 6) to update the stored value of the aggregate. To perform averages and other similar operations, we can also count the
number of matches in a similar fashion.

**Algorithm 4** Hashed group-by (reduce with hashtable)

**Require:** offsets a list of tuple indices
1. static hashtable(predicted_size)
2. for each offset in offsets do
3. // Materialize the column data and calculate group_id
4. entry = hashtable.get(group_id) // get group entry
5. // Perform aggregate based on op
6. entry.value (op) data

In the hashed group-by algorithm, the values for each group’s aggregate are stored in a hashtable instead of in a simple array. We can use profiling to predict the size for the hashtable (line 1). The hashed algorithm performs the same steps as the above direct algorithm, except it acts on values in the hash entries instead of the direct storage array. The hash table is implemented with linear probing and uses the MurmurHash function.

To use these algorithms in a parallel environment, we use synchronization to guard the reduction variables. The GPU does not have mature support for inter-thread communication. Therefore, we use lock-free algorithms for the hashtable in Algorithm 4 and a local reduction tree for the direct storage algorithm (Algorithm 3).

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>CPU</th>
<th>Integrated GPU</th>
<th>Discrete GPU</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Part name</td>
<td>A10-7850K</td>
<td>R7</td>
<td>HD 7970</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cores / CUs</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>8</td>
<td>32</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Clock speed</td>
<td>3700 MHz</td>
<td>720 MHz</td>
<td>1125 MHz</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mem. bandwidth</td>
<td>21 GB/s</td>
<td>21 GB/s</td>
<td>264 GB/s</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Total memory</td>
<td>16 GB (shared)</td>
<td>3 GB</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Rated TDP</td>
<td>95 W (combined)</td>
<td></td>
<td>225 W</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 5.1: Details of hardware architectures evaluated. (Note: TDP for the CPU and integrated GPU does not include the memory power. TDP for the discrete GPU includes the GDDR5 memory.)
5.3 Methodology

There is a large space of potential hardware to run a database system. For a constant comparison point, we use AMD CPU and GPU platforms in our evaluation. We use a four-core CPU and two different GPUs, an integrated GPU that is on the same die as the CPU, and a discrete GPU connected to the CPU via the PCIe bus. Table 5.1 contains the details of each architecture.

For power measurements, we use the full-system power measured with a WattsUp meter. The WattsUp meter is connected between the system under test and the power supply (wall jack). Since all of our runs last for minutes, we use the energy reported by the WattsUp meter as our primary metric for energy usage.

For the results presented for multiple CPU cores, we used OpenMP to parallelize the scan and the aggregate functions. Each function performs a highly data-parallel computation on the entire column of data. Thus, the fork-join parallelism model of OpenMP is appropriate.

We use the HSA programming interface described in Section 2.3 for the integrated GPU case. The GPU kernels (scan, simple aggregate, direct- and hashed-group-by) are written in OpenCL. For the integrated GPU, all of the data is allocated and initialized by the CPU in the main physical memory and directly referenced by the integrated GPU. The discrete GPU uses similar OpenCL kernels, but the data is explicitly copied from the CPU memory to the GPU, which is not necessary when using the integrated GPU and HSA.

We use TPC-H as a proxy of analytic database workloads [147]. TPC-H is a decision support benchmark that examines large amounts of data with complex queries meant to model business questions. TPC-H consists of 22 queries and the total size of the database is configurable. The TPC-H benchmark is an industry standard test of database performance with many organizations submitting TPC-H performance results on real systems.
5.4 Results

In this section, we first discuss the performance and energy characteristics of scans on discrete and integrated GPUs. Next, we evaluate our scan and aggregate algorithms on a set of scan-aggregate TPC-H queries. Finally, we show the tradeoffs between the two GPU aggregate algorithms discussed and compare their performance to the CPU.

Scans (discrete vs. integrated GPUs)

We first investigate the performance of the scan operator on the two GPU architectures. The scan microbenchmark that we run performs a simple selection operation (e.g., `SELECT count(*) from TABLE`, omitting the actual count operation) on a single column. The microbenchmark applies a predicate which has a 10% selectivity. Thus, this benchmark measures the raw cost associated with scanning a column excluding the costs to process the result bitvector that is produced.

Figure 5.3 shows the performance and energy of the scan operation on a discrete GPU and an integrated GPU. This figure shows the number of seconds to complete a scan of 1 billion 10-bit codes averaged over 1000 scans. The total size of the column is about 1 GB.
Performance is shown on the x-axis (response time), and energy is shown on the y-axis.

Figure 5.3 shows that performing a scan on the integrated GPU is both $3 \times$ faster and $3 \times$ lower energy than performing a scan on the discrete GPU. Although the discrete GPU has many more compute units and much higher memory bandwidth, the time to copy the data from the CPU memory to the GPU memory dominates the performance (about 98% of the execution time). This time can be decreased by overlapping the memory copy with computation; however, the performance on the discrete GPU is fundamentally limited by the low bandwidth and high latency of the PCIe bus.

The integrated GPU has a slightly faster response time than the multicore CPU (17% speedup), but it’s energy consumption is significantly lower (27% less energy consumed). Since the integrated GPU and CPU share the same memory interface, the scan performance should be similar because scan is a bandwidth-bound computation. However, the power consumption of the integrated GPU is lower than the multicore CPU. The full-system power when using the integrated GPU is about 90 W compared to 110 W for the multicore CPU. Thus, in today’s systems, if energy consumption is important, the integrated GPU provides a significant benefit over the multicore CPU for simple scans.
Figure 5.4 shows the power and energy consumed by the CPU and GPU when performing 1000 scans. The data was obtained by measuring the full system power; thus, it includes all of the system components (e.g., disk, motherboard, DRAM, etc.). The right side of the figure shows the total energy consumed (power integrated over time).

Figure 5.4 shows that even though the four core configuration and the integrated GPU take more power than the one core CPU, they execute much faster, resulting in lower overall energy. Additionally, the integrated GPU is more efficient than the four core CPU in power and performance.

In the future, it’s likely that the GPU will become even more energy efficient compared to the CPU. Each GPU compute unit (CU) (similar to a CPU core) has lower power per performance than a CPU core [73]. Also, each GPU CU is smaller area per performance than CPU cores. Thus, there can be many more GPU CUs than CPU cores, exemplified by our test platform.

In the rest of this chapter, we do not evaluate the discrete GPU for two reasons. First, the integrated GPU outperforms the discrete GPU for the scan operation when the copy and initialization overheads are included. Second, it is difficult to implement the aggregate on the discrete GPU due to the complex data structures used in our algorithms (e.g., a hashtable). It may be feasible to design optimal scheduling strategies and new data structures for the discrete GPU. However, we find that the integrated GPU provides performance improvement and energy savings without paying the high programming overhead of the discrete GPU.

**TPC-H**

For the workload, we used sixteen TPC-H queries on a pre-joined dataset as was done in Li et al. and Sun et al. [85, 143]; i.e., we pre-joined the TPC-H dataset and ran queries on the materialized dataset (WideTable) using scans and aggregate operations. The queries not included have string-match operators, which have not been implemented in our system.
Figure 5.5: Performance and energy for 16 TPC-H queries normalized to the four-core CPU. Lower bold portion of each bar is the scan time and the upper shaded portion of each bar is the rest of the time spent in aggregate, group-by, and sort operations. Energy is shown on the right axis with diamonds relative to the four-core CPU.

The queries evaluated show a range of different behaviors: the percent of time in scan operations ranges from about 0% to more than 99%; the number of scans performed ranges from zero scans to 18 scans; and the columns vary in bit width from 3- to 32-bits. We run each query with a scale-factor 10 data set.

Execution time of the TPC-H queries relative to the multicore CPU is shown in Figure 5.5. The execution time of each query is broken into two sections: the time to perform the scan (the darker bottom part in each graph), and the time to execute the rest of the query. The non-scan parts of the queries include aggregate, group-by, and sort operations. Only the aggregate and group-by operations were ported to the GPU; all sort operations execute on the CPU.

The two queries which see the most performance improvement using the integrated GPU are query 6 and query 14. For these two queries, the GPU is able to significantly increase the performance of the aggregate computation. The reason for this performance improvement is that these queries perform a simple reduction (one group) and touch a large amount of data. These two queries have a relatively high selectivity (1–2%) and access large-width columns. For these two queries, the increased parallelism of the GPU can take advantage of the memory bandwidth in the system better than the multi-core CPU platform.

For some queries, the integrated GPU significantly outperforms the multicore CPU in
the scan operation (e.g., query 5 and query 12). The reason for this higher performance is that these queries spend a large percentage of their execution time in single table multi-column (STMC) predicates. STMC predicates scan through two columns comparing each row (e.g., in query 12 \( l\text{\_commitdate} < l\text{\_receiptdate} \)). For STMC scans there is an even smaller compute to memory access ratio than for single-column predicate scans. Thus, the integrated GPU can use the available memory bandwidth more effectively than the multicore CPU.

Overall, the integrated GPU increases performance compared to the multicore CPU of both the scan and aggregate portion of the TPC-H queries evaluated as shown by the geometric mean in Figure 5.5. The integrated GPU shows a 35% average reduction in response time for scans, a 28% reduction in response time on aggregates, and an overall 30% average performance improvement.

The diamonds in Figure 5.5 show the whole-system energy of the each TCH-H query evaluated relative to the multicore CPU (right axis, measured with a WattsUp meter). This data includes both the scan and the aggregate portions of each query. Surprisingly, the single-core CPU uses less energy than the multicore CPU, on average. The reason for this behavior is that the aggregate portion of the queries is not energy-efficient to parallelize. Performing parallel aggregates results in a performance increase, but not enough to offset the extra power required to use all four CPU cores.

Figure 5.5 also show that the integrated GPU is more energy-efficient when performing whole queries. The integrated GPU uses 45% less energy than the multicore CPU and 30% less energy than the single-core CPU.

We found that some aggregate queries perform poorly on the integrated GPU (Q1, Q5, Q7, and Q8). Thus, we use a mixed-mode algorithm for the aggregate computation (Section 5.4 presents a more detailed analysis). Additionally, we found that some aggregate queries (Q1, Q6, Q11, and Q14) perform poorly when parallelized. The aggregate operations in these queries do not parallelize efficiently due to overheads from locks to keep the shared
data structures coherent. For the queries that aggregate operations perform poorly on the multicore CPU or the integrated GPU, we use a single CPU core to execute the aggregate operation.

**Aggregates**

In this section, we compare the aggregate algorithms discussed in Section 5.2. We use a microbenchmark which applies a selection predicate on a table with two (10-bit) integer columns and then performs an aggregate operation returning the sum of the values in the first column grouped by the second column’s value. We vary the codes size of the two columns and the selectivity of the query.

Figure 5.6 shows the performance of the two group-by algorithms on the integrated GPU assuming a 0.1%, a 1.0%, and a 10% selectivity in the scan portion of the query. We found that selectivities above about 10% were dominated by the time to materialize the codes, not the group-by algorithm. Each graph sows the performance of the two algorithms discussed in Section 5.2, direct (Algorithm 3) and hashed (Algorithm 4). Since Algorithm 3 is only appropriate when there are a small number of groups and Algorithm 4 is only appropriate when there are a large number of groups, each algorithm was only evaluated on a subset of the evaluated groups (x-axis).

Figure 5.6 shows that for the simple reduction and a large numbers of groups, the GPU outperforms the CPU when using the hashed group-by algorithm. However, there is a range of groups for which neither the hashed nor the direct group-by algorithm performs well on the GPU. For this range, the CPU significantly outperforms the GPU (up to about 1024 groups). Therefore, we advocate using a mixed-mode algorithm. Luckily, the HSA programming model makes it possible to perform a simple run-time decision.

The reason the GPU performs poorly with a small number of groups is two-fold. First, when using the direct algorithm, the GPU must allocate memory to store the local results for every single GPU thread, which can be more than 10,000. This memory overhead means
Figure 5.6: Performance of aggregates comparing number of groups with three selectivities.

the direct algorithm can only be used when there are 64 groups or fewer. Additionally, this per-thread memory is not optimized on the GPU. Second, when using the hashed storage algorithm, for small numbers of groups (less than 1024), the hashed storage algorithm performs poorly on the GPU because there is contention for the data in the hash table. The contention causes the lock-free algorithm we use to perform poorly.

We also find that selectivity affects the speedup of the GPU over the CPU for the aggregate primitive for the simple reduction (group-by with one group) and hashed group-by algorithm. For a simple reduction (one group), as the selectivity increases and the total number of records that are materialized grows, the GPU is able to achieve more speedup over the CPU. When the selectivity is higher, there is more memory parallelism available and the GPU performs better. Additionally, we use the CPU to compute the offsets and the
GPU only computes the reduction value. Thus, with very low selectivity rates, the CPU time dominates the aggregate and performing the entire aggregate on the CPU has the highest performance.

5.5 Related work

**GPU acceleration.** There is a rich body of work accelerating database applications on GPUs, but this prior work focuses on discrete GPU systems. Govindaraju et al. showed that the GPU provides a significant performance improvement for some database computations [47]. He et al. [51] show that GPU joins can provide a $2 \times$ to $7 \times$ performance improvement over their CPU counterparts. This work was extended to show promise for other database operations, like sort [46, 134], tree search [75], and join [52, 76, 86].

Fang et al. [37] use compression to reduce the total data transferred to discrete GPUs, mitigating the data transfer bottleneck associated with the PCIe bus, because of the low bandwidth between system and GPU memory. Their compression technique can increase the effective bandwidth of the PCIe bus up to 56 GB/s reducing the data-transfer bottleneck. This work eliminated some of the problems with discrete GPUs, but integrated GPUs achieve the same goal of hiding memory copy times without requiring compression.

Kaldewey et al. [69] use a new feature in NVIDIA GPUs, unified virtual addressing, which allows the GPU to access CPU DRAM memory. By accessing the CPU memory, the GPU can reference an order of magnitude more memory than what current GPU hardware provides. The authors show an almost $5 \times$ speedup when using the GPU compared to the CPU algorithms.

In contrast to prior work, we are the first to evaluate physically (on the same chip) and logically (with a shared address space) integrated GPUs for database scans. This architecture provides many of the same performance benefits as seen by Kaldewey et al. due to cache coherence and a high bandwidth on die interconnect.
**SIMD optimizations.** There is a rich body of work on leveraging SIMD instructions to speed up database operations. The first work in this field was from Zhou and Ross [159]. They implemented several key database operations, including scans, aggregation, index operations, and joins using the SIMD instructions, and showed that there are significant benefits in using the SIMD instructions for database query processing.

The SIMD-scan [152, 153] method is the state-of-the-art scan method that uses SIMD instructions. This technique keeps data in compressed form (in main memory) and uses the SIMD instructions speed up the scan. The technique loads compressed column values into four banks in a SIMD word in parallel, and then processes the compressed data simultaneously using SIMD instructions. SIMD instructions are also critical for implementing efficient sorting algorithms [134], and the sort-based join algorithms [76]. According to the analysis in the work [134], merge sort is generally faster than radix sort for large SIMD widths on future architectures. Similarly, it has been shown that sort-merge join has a potential to outperform hash join on upcoming architecture with wider SIMD registers [76]. SIMD instructions are also used to improve the performance of searching index trees [75], computing aggregate functions [112], and looking up bloom filters [113].

**Full-table scans.** There has been an increasing interest in efficient full table scan methods for main memory database systems. Many scan methods have been proposed to exploit the parallelism available at the word-level in modern processors, e.g., the BitWeaving methods [84], the scan primitive used in IBM Blink system [65, 123], and the SIMD-based scan implementation used in SAP HANA [152, 153]. In this chapter, we focus on the BitWeaving method, but our analysis of the scan performance on modern and future GPUs is also generally applicable to the other scan methods.

The full table scan primitive has also been well optimized for modern architecture in other aspects. Gold et al. [44] studied the scan performance on a network processor. Lin et al. [120] proposed algorithms to share the CPU cache when performing concurrent scans on modern multi-core processors. Switakowski et al. [144] proposed a buffer manager
design to apply cooperative scans on Vectorwise. Advanced thread scheduling method was also proposed to efficiently share caches on multicore processors [28]. Holloway et al. [53] present a scan generator to create highly optimized code for scan operations over compressed data. These methods are complementary to our proposed methods.

**Specialized processors for database systems.** The need for special hardware to speed up database operations arose in the early 1980’s. However, in the initial effort, it had been shown that designing and manufacturing such specialized hardware was not economical, as such specialized hardware simply could not keep up with the rate at which commodity computing (general purpose processors) were getting cheaper and more powerful [22].

There is a resurgent interest in considering specialization in the processors, driven by the increasing demand for high-performance analytics engines and the customization capability of future processors [23], e.g., programmable accelerator, and customizable logic. At the extreme of this trend, there is a growing set of research in building highly specialized hardware for database operations (e.g., Oracle SPARC M7 [110] and Q100 [154]).

We echo the need for specialized hardware but think that there is a balance between highly specialized hardware which has the problems associated with traditional database machine and very general hardware (like current CPUs that have hit the power wall). We speculate that general-purpose data-parallel hardware (like a GPU) provides an economically viable middle ground between this highly-specialized hardware and very general hardware.

### 5.6 Conclusions

Previous works have shown the huge potential of using GPUs for database operations. However, many of these works have neglected to include the large overheads associated with discrete GPUs when operating on large in-memory databases. We show current *physically and logically integrated* GPUs enabled by our previous research (Chapter 4 and
HSC [114]) mitigate the problems associated with discrete GPUs showing a modest speedup and energy reduction over multicore CPUs for scan-aggregate queries.

To achieve the full potential of GPUs, we must re-architect the system to provide higher bandwidth to the integrated CPU-GPU chip. In Chapter 6, we explore the performance potential and the tradeoffs of a CPU-GPU system with high-bandwidth die-stacked memory.
In Chapter 5, we showed that there are performance benefits to using integrated GPUs compared to traditional multicore CPU architectures. However, if we ignore the overheads of moving data, there could be even larger benefits (almost $16 \times$) when using the discrete GPU due to its higher memory bandwidth. In this chapter, we explore the performance, power, and cost tradeoffs when designing a system for bandwidth-constrained workloads like the workload in Chapter 5 that combines the best of the discrete GPU (high memory bandwidth) and integrated accelerators (low overhead offloading).

6.1 Introduction

New data is generated at an alarming rate: as much as 2.6 exabytes are created each day [89]. For instance, with the growth of internet-connected devices, there is an explosion of data from sensors on these devices. The ability to analyze this data is important to many different industries from automotive to health care [105]. Users want to run complex queries on this abundance of data, sometimes with real-time constraints.

To meet the latency requirements of real-time queries, many big data systems keep all of
their data in main memory. In-memory queries provide lower response times than queries that access disk or flash storage, and are increasingly popular [158]. The in-memory data may be the entire data corpus, or the hot parts of the data set.

In this chapter, we evaluate bandwidth constrained workloads with large data sets. Many big data workloads are memory intensive, performing a small number of computational operations per byte of data loaded from memory. This low computational intensity means these workloads are increasingly constrained by memory bandwidth, not the capabilities of the processor. This problem is exacerbated by the increasing gap between processor speed and memory bandwidth [24]. One example workload that fits these characteristics is the database workload detailed in Chapter 5.

As a solution to this memory bandwidth gap, industry is currently investing heavily in 3D die-stacked memory technologies [5, 20, 25, 56, 79, 102, 104, 108, 124, 131, 132]. 3D die-stacked memory enables DRAM chips stacked directly on top of compute chip with through-silicon vias (TSVs). TSVs enable high-bandwidth low-power memory accesses. Currently only high-performance graphics processors use die-stacked memory. However, many major companies such as IBM, Intel, Samsung, Micron, 3M and others are making significant investments in 3D die-stacking.

We evaluate three different server architectures, two that are available from system providers today, and a potential future architecture based on 3D die-stacking. First, the traditional server represents a large-memory system assembled from commodity components. We use a Dell PowerEdge R930 as our example traditional server [35], configured with the maximum memory bandwidth per processor. Second, the big-memory server represents a specialized system designed to support a very large amount of main memory. This system is a database machine designed for in-memory database systems. We use an Oracle M7 as our example big-memory server [106]. Finally, the die-stacked server represents a novel big data machine design built around many memory-compute stacks [21, 74]. Section 6.3 and Figure 6.2 contains details of these three systems. Throughout this work, we assume these
To demonstrate the memory bandwidth gap, Figure 6.1 shows the amount of time it takes to read a fraction of the total memory capacity on a log-log scale. The amount of time, on the x-axis, represents the performance service-level agreement (SLA) between the service provider and the user. For instance, if the provider promises “real-time” access to the data (e.g., the data is queried to provide information to render a web-page) the required latency may be as little as 10–20ms. Since we focus on bandwidth-bound workloads, we use the amount of data accessed (read or written) by the query to measure its complexity (y-axis). In Figure 6.1, we show this complexity as the percent of the entire main memory capacity that is accessed on each query. As a point of reference, Figure 6.1 shows a line at 20% of memory capacity, which is the amount of an analytic database that is referenced in a single query in a popular analytic benchmark [147]. Przybylski makes a similar argument for scaling bandwidth with capacity with the “fill frequency” metric [119].

Figure 6.1 shows that the die-stacked design is better than the traditional and big-memory designs for low-latency bandwidth-limited workloads. The reason for this benefit is the die-stacked system has a much higher bandwidth-capacity ratio (memory bandwidth...
(a) A traditional server memory configuration. In this configuration, DRAM DIMMs are directly connected to the compute chip. This is a commodity system available today that is configured for the maximum bandwidth-capacity ratio.

(b) Big-memory server memory configuration. In this configuration, DRAM DIMMs are connected to a buffer-on-board (BoB), and the BoB is connected to the compute chip. This system is available today and is configured for the maximum potential DRAM capacity.

(c) A 3D die-stacked server configuration. In this configuration, DRAM chips are integrated with the compute chip with through-silicon vias. This system is not yet available. It has a very high bandwidth-capacity ratio, and is tailored to bandwidth-bound in-memory workloads.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>Traditional</th>
<th>Big-memory</th>
<th>Die-stacked</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Off-socket bandwidth</td>
<td>102 GB/s</td>
<td>192 GB/s</td>
<td>256 GB/s</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Memory per socket</td>
<td>256 GB</td>
<td>2 TB</td>
<td>8 GB</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sockets per blade</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>9</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Blades needed for 16 TB capacity</td>
<td>16</td>
<td>8</td>
<td>228</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Aggregate bandwidth for cluster</td>
<td>6.4 TB/s</td>
<td>1.5 TB/s</td>
<td>512 TB/s</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Commercial example</td>
<td>PowerEdge R930 [35]</td>
<td>Oracle M7 [106]</td>
<td>N/A</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Figure 6.2: Diagrams of the three system designs we consider in this chapter and potential configurations for each system.
per byte of memory capacity): \(80–341\times\). This performance benefit exists even though the off-socket bandwidth is only \(1.3–2.5\times\) higher than the other systems because the capacity per socket is much smaller for the die-stacked system \((32–256\times)\). If a workload is bandwidth-constrained a higher bandwidth-capacity ratio will increase its performance. For instance, to access 20% of the total memory capacity, the big-memory server takes over 2 seconds, the traditional server takes 500 ms, and the die-stacked server takes less than 10 ms, \(50\times\) faster than the current systems.

Although one could conclude from Figure 6.1 that the die-stacked system is always better than the current systems, we find that the die-stacked system *may be better* under some constraints. We use a simple back-of-the-envelope-style model to characterize when the die-stacked architecture beats the current architectures for in-memory big data workloads. We investigate designing cluster systems under three different system design constraints: performance provisioning (the cluster is required to meet a certain SLA), power provisioning (the cluster has a certain power budget), and data capacity provisioning (the cluster has a set DRAM capacity).

We find:

- When provisioning for performance, die-stacking is preferred only under aggressive SLAs (e.g., 10 ms) and the traditional and big-memory systems require memory over provisioning (up to \(213\times\) more memory than the workload requires).

- When provisioning for power, die-stacking is preferred with large power budgets and the big-memory system provides the most memory capacity.

- When provisioning for capacity, die-stacking reduces response time by up to \(256\times\) and uses less energy, but die-stacking uses more power (up to \(50\times\)).
6.2 Case study with database scan

As a first step to explore the performance potential of 3D die-stacking, we evaluate the scan algorithm from Chapter 5 on a hypothetical system with 3D die-stacked memory.

Methodology

For a constant comparison point, we use AMD CPU (A10-7850K) and GPU (HD7970) platforms in our evaluation. We use a four core CPU at 3.7 GHz and two different GPUs, an integrated GPU that is on the same die as the CPU, and a discrete GPU connected to the CPU via the PCIe bus. The GPUs have 8 CUs at 720 MHz and 32 CUs at 1125 MHz, respectively with the same microarchitecture (GCN [7]). The theoretical memory bandwidth for the CPU-GPU chip is 21 GB/s, and the discrete GPU’s memory bandwidth is 264 GB/s. We use a single-socket system in our evaluation, but integrated CPU-GPU chips should scale to multiple sockets similar to CPU-only chips.

We use the discrete GPU as a model to predict the performance of the future die-stacked system. According to the projection in [2, 33, 108], 264 GB/s is a reasonable assumption for the memory bandwidth in a first-generation die-stacked system, and the 32 CU chip in the discrete GPU will fit into a package like Figure 6.2c.

3D architecture performance

To measure the efficacy of the GPU for the scan operation, we measured the performance, power, and energy consumed for the CPU and GPU hardware. Figure 6.3 shows the time per scan over a 1 billion entry column (about 1 GB of data).

The multicore CPU is not an efficient platform for performing the scan primitive. Figure 6.3 shows that the speedup of four cores over one core is only 60%. Scan is an embarrassingly parallel operation, so we expect almost perfect scaling from the scan algorithm. The reason the CPU does not scale linearly is that the CPU memory system is not designed
to support high bandwidth applications. CPU caches are built for low-latency, not high bandwidth.

The integrated GPU sees a small improvement over the multicore with SIMD, a 17% speedup. This improvement principally is because the integrated GPU’s more efficient cache hierarchy. GPUs are designed for these types of high-bandwidth applications and have a separate memory controller which can exploit the memory-level parallelism of the application better than the CPU.

There are two characteristics of 3D architecture that significantly affects the performance of the scan primitive. First, by stacking a GPU die with the CPU die, each processor type is more highly optimized and can take more total area, thus increasing the overall compute capability of the system. Second, since the chip-memory interconnect uses TSVs, the memory bandwidth is orders of magnitude higher than current systems. These attributes together create a higher performance and more energy efficient system than today’s architectures.

The right side of Figure 6.3 shows the estimated performance of the CPU and the GPU in a 3D die-stacked system. To estimate the CPU’s speedup, we assume that adding 4× more cores will result in a 4× speedup. This is a very aggressive estimate; the CPU is unlikely to get perfect speedup when adding more cores. There is only a 60% speedup
from one to four cores; however, the added bandwidth will increase the CPU performance too. We err on the side of overestimating the CPU performance.

To estimate the 3D GPU’s performance, we run the scan operation on a current discrete GPU with 32 CUs (4× more execution resources than the integrated GPU) with a bandwidth similar to future die-stacked systems [33]. We discard all of the overheads associated with using the discrete GPU, since on a die-stacked system, the overheads will be minimal, as we found with the integrated GPU.

Using this projection, we find that a die-stacked GPU system can provide 15.7× higher performance than today’s non-stacked multicore CPU system. The 3D GPU is also 3.9× faster than the aggressive 3D CPU estimate.

In addition to the performance gains, 3D die-stacked DRAM enables lower energy per access by using smaller and shorter wires than off-chip DRAM. Coupled with the GPU’s efficiency, it is likely that the energy benefit of this system is much higher than the performance benefit.

We predict that to take advantage of the increasing memory bandwidth from 3D die-stacking, database designers must embrace high-bandwidth, highly data-parallel architectures, and we have shown that the GPU is a good candidate. Looking forward, CPU architecture will continue to become more efficient, including for data-parallel workloads. However, GPUs will also increase in efficiency at a similar rate. We believe that as these trends come to fruition, it will become increasingly important for database designers to leverage high-bandwidth data-parallel architectures to keep pace with the highest possible performance.

6.3 Potential big data machine designs

Figure 6.2 shows diagrams of the three different server architectures we investigate in this chapter: a traditional server, a big-memory server, and a die-stacked server. The traditional
server and big-memory server are systems that can be purchased today, and the die-stacked system is a future-looking machine architecture proposal. When evaluating these server designs, we assume many servers are networked together into a larger cluster.

The traditional server, shown in Figure 6.2a, is based on a commodity Intel Xeon platform [57]. The main memory is accessed directly from the memory controller on the compute chip and there are four 25.6 GB/s memory controllers on the chip for a total of 102 GB/s of off-chip memory bandwidth. Each memory controller can have up to 6 DRAM DIMMs connected. However, since our workload is bandwidth bound, we evaluate a system configured for the minimum capacity while still achieving the maximum bandwidth. Thus, we only populate each channel with two DDR4 DIMMs, since two DIMMs are required to achieve the peak off-chip bandwidth. Each DDR4 DIMM can have 32 GB of capacity, for a total of 256 GB of main memory capacity per socket. A similar system to what we evaluate is available from OEMs including Dell (e.g., the PowerEdge R930 [35]).

The big-memory system (Figure 6.2b) is a proxy for database appliance solutions from companies such as Oracle and IBM. Rather than directly access main memory like the traditional server, these systems use buffer-on-board chips to increase the maximum memory capacity. These buffer-on-board chips also increase the peak off-chip bandwidth by using different signaling protocols than DRAM DIMMs. Each buffer-on-board communicates both with the compute chip via a proprietary interconnect and up to eight DRAM DIMMs via the DDR4 standard. We use the Oracle M7 [106] as an example big-memory system. The M7 has eight buffer-on-board controllers per socket, for a total memory capacity of 512 GB and 192 GB/s per socket.

Finally, we also evaluate a novel architecture which combines compute chips with tightly-integrated memory via 3D die-stacking as shown in Figure 6.2c. This design is similar to the nanostore architecture [124]. Die-stacking technology increases the potential off-chip bandwidth by significantly increasing the number of wires between the chip and
the memory. There are currently no systems which use this technology in the database domain. However, this technology is gaining a foothold in the high-performance graphics community [5, 102]. We assume a system that uses the high bandwidth memory (HBM) 2.0 standard [61, 104]. With HBM 2.0, each stack can be up to eight DRAM chips high and each chip has 8 gigabits of capacity, for a total capacity of 8 GB per stack.

For all of the platforms, we assume the same DRAM chip technology: 8 gigabit chips. This gives a constant comparison in terms of capacity and power. Additionally, assuming 3D die-stacked DRAM reaches commodity production levels, the cost-per-byte of 3D DRAM will be about the same as the cost of DRAM DIMMs.

For these systems, we assume the limiting factor is the bandwidth, not the compute capability. There are many possible designs for a highly data-parallel system. Some examples include re-architecting CPUs by increasing the vector SIMD width and changing their cache management policies, Intel’s Xeon Phi processor which has 72 simple in-order cores with wide SIMD lanes [50], and GPU architecture which is an example of a highly data-parallel architecture that has already shown economic viability. Although there are many possible embodiments, we believe that any highly data-parallel architecture will share many characteristics with GPGPUs. These characteristics include:

- Large number of simultaneous threads to generate the memory-level parallelism needed to hide memory latency,
- Wide vector execution units that can issue vector memory accesses, and
- Many execution units to operate on data at memory-speed.

Additionally, it is likely that programming these devices will be similar to programming current GPGPUs. For instance, OpenCL is a flexible language which can execute on GPUs, CPUs, and other accelerators like the Xeon Phi. We focus on GPGPUs as an example data-parallel architecture that has already shown economic viability. We do not make any assumptions on the underlying architecture.
6.4 Methodology: Simple analytical model

Since it would be cost prohibitive to actually build and test these systems and simulation is many orders of magnitude slower than native execution, we use a simple analytical model to predict the performance of analytic database queries on each system. Additionally, an analytic model allows us to explore much larger design space than simulation. This model uses data from two sources. First, we use data from manufacturers as in Table 6.2, and second, we assume that the query is constrained either by the memory bandwidth or the rate at which instructions can be issued by the processor.

To calculate the compute performance and power, we performed experiments on a modern hardware platform. We used the scan algorithms from Chapter 5 and ran the tests on an AMD GPU [7]. We chose to perform our tests using a GPU as it is currently the highest performing and most energy efficient hardware platform for scans [117]. We found that each GPU core uses about 3 watts when performing the scan computation, and each core can process about 6 GB/s of data. Finally, we assume that each GPU chip has a maximum of 32 cores.

Equations 6.1–6.10 show the details of our simple model. The inputs to our model, are shown in Table 6.1. All of the inputs come from datasheets or manufacturer information [35, 57, 61, 104, 106]. A memory module refers to the minimum amount of memory that can be added or removed. In the traditional system this refers to a DRAM DIMM. In the big-memory system a buffer-on-board and its associated memory is considered a module. Finally, in the die-stacked system, each stack of DRAM is considered a module. The memory channel is how many memory modules can be connected to a single compute chip.

\[
\text{mem modules} = \frac{\text{db size}}{\text{module capacity}} \quad (6.1)
\]

\[
\text{compute chips} = \left\lceil \frac{\text{mem modules}}{\text{mem channels}} \times \frac{1}{\text{channel modules}} \right\rceil \quad (6.2)
\]

\[
\text{chip bandwidth} = \text{mem channels} \times \text{channel bandwidth} \quad (6.3)
\]
chip perf \(= \min \{\text{core perf} \times \text{chip cores}, \text{chip bandwidth}\}\) \hspace{1cm} (6.4)

\[
\text{chip cores} = \left\lceil \frac{\text{chip perf}}{\text{core perf}} \right\rceil
\hspace{1cm} (6.5)
\]

\[
\text{mem power} = \text{mem modules} \times \text{module power}
\hspace{1cm} (6.6)
\]

\[
\text{compute power} = \text{chip cores} \times \text{core power} \times \text{compute chips}
\hspace{1cm} (6.7)
\]

\[
\text{blades} = \left\lceil \frac{\text{compute chips}}{\text{blade chips}} \right\rceil
\hspace{1cm} (6.8)
\]

\[
\text{response time} = \frac{\text{percent accessed} \times \text{db size}}{\text{chip perf} \times \text{compute chips}}
\hspace{1cm} (6.9)
\]

\[
\text{power} = \text{mem power} + \text{compute power} + \text{blades} \times \text{blade power}
\hspace{1cm} (6.10)
\]

There are three inputs to our model that are workload dependent. The core perf which represents the rate the core can process data, the database size (db size) which represents the required memory capacity, and the percent accessed which we use as a proxy for query complexity. The percent accessed is the amount of data that a single query or operation over the data touches. The performance estimation is based on the performance of the scan operation, but other database operations in analytic databases can be performed with similar algorithms as the scan operator [39].

To investigate the tradeoffs between the three systems, we chose a workload size of 16 TB to represent a large analytic database and a complexity of 20% of that data, or 3.2 TB as there are some analytic queries that access 20% of the entire database corpus [147]. Although it is unlikely that a single operation will touch 3.2 TB of data, each query is made up of many operations, that together could touch many of the database columns. Additionally, in the future, the data size will be increasing along with the query complexity.

In Section 6.5 we evaluate the systems with our model under three different conditions, constant response time, constant power, and constant memory capacity. Equations 6.1–6.10 show our model for a constant memory capacity. We modify this slightly when holding other characteristics constant. For constant response time, we assume an increased number of sockets to support the required bandwidth. For constant power, we first assume each
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>Traditional server</th>
<th>Big-memory server</th>
<th>Future die-stacked</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>module capacity</td>
<td>32 GB</td>
<td>512 GB</td>
<td>8 GB</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>channel bandwidth</td>
<td>25.6 GB/s</td>
<td>48 GB/s</td>
<td>256 GB/s</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>memory channels</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>channel modules</td>
<td>2¹</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>module power</td>
<td>8 W</td>
<td>100 W</td>
<td>10 W</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>blade chips</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>9</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>core perf</th>
<th>core power</th>
<th>chip cores</th>
<th>db size</th>
<th>percent accessed</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>6 GB/s</td>
<td>3 W</td>
<td>32</td>
<td>16 TB</td>
<td>20%</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 6.1: Inputs for the analytical model.

blade is fully populated, then compute the total blades that can be deployed given the power budget.

The model we use is released online as an IPython notebook at https://research.cs.wisc.edu/multifacet/bpoel6_3d_bandwidth_model/.

6.5 Results

In this section, we investigate the tradeoffs between performance and cost in designing a real-time big data cluster using the model described in Section 6.4. We consider the three designs discussed in Section 6.3. Our performance metric is the response time (i.e., the latency to complete the operation). We chose latency instead of the throughput for two reasons. First, in big data workloads, the latency to complete operations is increasingly important with many applications requiring “real-time” or “interactive” results. Second, a lower latency design implies the design has higher throughput. With no parallelism between queries, throughput is equivalent to the inverse of latency. However, higher throughput does not always imply lower latency due to parallelism.

Cost is more difficult to quantify than performance. Rather than try to distill cost into a

¹The traditional server can have up to six DRAM DIMMs per channel, but must have at least two to take advantage of the full DDR bandwidth. Therefore, we use two as the modules per channel to maximize the memory bandwidth-capacity ratio.
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>Traditional</th>
<th>Big-memory</th>
<th>Die-stacked</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Number of blades</td>
<td>800</td>
<td>1700</td>
<td>228</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Number of chips</td>
<td>3200</td>
<td>1700</td>
<td>1700</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cluster bandwidth</td>
<td>320 TB/s</td>
<td>320 TB/s</td>
<td>384 TB/s</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 6.2: Requirements of a cluster of each system architecture given a 10 ms SLA.

single metric, we look at two important factors in the cost of building a large scale cluster. We explore the power consumed for the cluster. Often, power provisioning is one limiting factor in datacenter design [12]. Additionally, energy is a significant component of the total cost of ownership of a large-scale cluster. Assuming the cluster is active most of the time, power is a proxy for this energy cost.

The second cost factor we study is the total memory capacity of the cluster. Memory is a significant cost when building big data clusters. For instance, memory is over 70% of the cost of a Dell PowerEdge R930, if it is configured with the maximum memory [35].

We present the results of our model under three different constraints by holding different cost-performance factors constant.

- **Performance provisioning**—Constrained response time (SLA): This represents designing a system to meet a performance requirement.

- **Power provisioning**—Constrained power: This represents designing a system to fit a power envelope in a datacenter.

- **Data capacity provisioning**—Constrained DRAM capacity: This represents designing a system around the data size of a workload.

**Performance provisioning**

When designing a cluster to support an interactive big data workload, response time (or SLA, e.g., 99.9% of queries must complete in 10 ms) is one possible constraining factor. The SLA time includes many operations (e.g., multiple database queries, webpage rendering,
and ad serving); we focus on only one part of the entire response time: one query to an analytic database. We look at three different SLA response times, 10 ms, 100 ms, and one second. We present this spectrum of SLA response times since “real-time” may mean different response times to different providers.

Similar to over provisioning disks to increase disk bandwidth and I/O operations per second, for the traditional and big-memory systems, we must over provision the total amount of main memory to increase the memory bandwidth. To meet a certain SLA, the aggregate bandwidth of the cluster must be greater than the SLA response time divided by the amount of data accessed. For instance, assuming a 10 ms SLA and a 3.2 TB working set, each system must support 320 TB/s of aggregate bandwidth. For a cluster based on the traditional system to support 320 TB/s, it needs 800 blades and 3200 compute chips. Table 6.2 shows the requirements for all three systems given a 10 ms SLA.

Figure 6.4 shows the power (Equation 6.10) and memory capacity (based on the required bandwidth to meet the SLA) for the clusters given a 10 ms SLA (top row), 100 ms SLA (second row), and one second SLA (bottom row). This figure shows that if high performance (e.g., a 10 ms SLA) is required, the die-stacked system can provide significant benefits. With a 10 ms SLA the die-stacked architecture uses almost $5 \times$ less power, and does not need to be over provisioned at all.

The traditional and big-memory systems have significantly over provisioned memory capacity to be able to complete the workload in 10 ms. This over provisioning means the traditional and big-memory platforms will be very expensive for this workload. These platforms are over provisioned by a factor of $50 \times$ and $213 \times$, respectively. These systems have low bandwidth compared to their memory capacity, and thus, require high memory capacity when performance is important. However, the die-stacked system is the opposite: it has low capacity and high bandwidth, which is the most cost-effective system architecture when high performance is required.

Figure 6.4 also shows the power and capacity for each system when the SLA is 100 ms
and one second (second and third rows). When the performance requirement is relaxed, the traditional and big-memory servers do not need to be as over provisioned, saving both power and memory cost. In both of these cases, the die-stacked system uses about the same or more power than the current systems. The die-stacked system uses more power because it requires more compute chips, more blades, and more memory modules to have the same capacity as the traditional and big-memory systems. This increased number of chips puts the die-stacked system at a disadvantage when the SLA is less strict.

At an SLA of about 60 ms the power for the traditional and die-stacked systems is the same. At this point, the only benefit to the die-stacked system is that it is less over provisioned, and could reduce the cost of extra DRAM, assuming die-stacked DRAM is the same cost as DDR4 DRAM. As the complexity of the query increases (i.e., more data is accessed on each query) the crossover point moves to higher SLAs. For instance, if the query touched 50% of the data the crossover point is about 170 ms. Also, as the density of the memory increases, the crossover point increases. For instance, if the main memory was 8× denser (e.g., using 64 Gb DRAM chips), the crossover point is about 800 ms. Crossover points at higher SLAs imply the die-stacked system is cost-effective in more situations.

**Power provisioning**

Provisioning a datacenter for power distribution and removing the resulting heat is a large portion of the fixed cost of a datacenter [12]. To reduce the capitol investment overheads, it is important for the datacenter to use the amount of power provisioned for it. Any provisioned power that is not used is wasted fixed cost. Therefore, we investigate the tradeoffs given a fixed power budget. We choose to hold the power of each system constant and one megawatt, 100 kW, and 50 kW. As a point of reference, one megawatt is the power of a small datacenter [12]. We assume each system is used in a cluster that exactly meets the power budget (e.g., there are over 1300 traditional blades given 1 MW).

Figure 6.5 shows the performance (Equation 6.9) and memory capacity (based on the
Performance Provisioning Takeaways

Die-stacking is preferred only under aggressive SLAs.

- Die-stacking uses 2–5× less power and does not need memory capacity over provisioning.
- The crossover point is 60 ms, above which the traditional system uses less power.

The traditional and big-memory systems require memory over provisioning.

- Non die-stacked systems require 50–213× more DRAM than the workload.
- The traditional system does not require over provisioning under relaxed SLAs.

Figure 6.4: Power and memory capacity of a cluster based on traditional, big-memory, and die-stacked servers with constant response times of either 10 ms, 100 ms, or one second (1000 ms). The power for each is broken down into overhead power (light, top), memory power (middle), and compute power (bottom, dark). Memory capacity must be over provisioned (16 TB required database size) to achieve the required bandwidth to meet the SLA for the traditional and big-memory systems.
maximum number of blades for the given power budget) of each system architecture when provisioned to use 1 MW of power (top row), 100 kW (middle row), and 50 kW (bottom row). At 1 MW each configuration can meet aggressive real-time SLA constraints of 10 ms. However, the die-stacked architecture has a $5 \times$ higher performance than the traditional and big-memory systems. This decrease in response time translates into increased throughput in a real-world system.

The total memory capacity of each system given 1 MW of power is shown on the right side of Figure 6.5. Similar to Figure 6.4, the traditional and big-memory systems can support much higher capacity than the die-stacked system. However, this increased capacity comes with an increased cost.

When the power limit is strict (e.g., 50 kW), the response time for the die-stacked system drops below the response time of the traditional and big-memory systems. The reason for this behavior is that the die-stacked memory has a higher power per capacity (watts/bytes) due to its increased memory interface width and higher bandwidth. Thus, when the power is strictly constrained, the die-stacked system is limited in the amount of compute power it can use. In fact, for the 50 kW configuration, the die-stacked system only has enough power to use one core per compute chip.

**Data capacity provisioning**

Figure 6.6 shows the estimated performance (Equation 6.9) and power (Equation 6.10) using our model for three workload sizes: 160 TB (top row), 32 TB (middle row), and 16 TB (bottom row). So far, all of the results has assumed a 16 TB workload size. This data assumes that the workload only accesses 3.2 TB per query for each workload size. Thus, for the larger workload sizes, the queries touch a smaller percentage of the total data. If the complexity changed at the same rate as the capacity, all of the response times would be constant between different sizes.

This figure shows in all cases that the die-stacked system can perform a query $256 \times$ faster
**Power Provisioning Takeaways**

Die-stacking is preferred with large and modest power budgets.

- Die-stacked response time is $3 \times$ and $5 \times$ faster.
- Die-stacking performs $1.3 \sim 2 \times$ slower with tight power constraints.

The big-memory system has the largest memory capacity.

- The big-memory system has $3 \times$ and $50 \times$ more memory capacity.
- DRAM is a significant cost, but increased storage-only capacity may be beneficial.

Figure 6.5: Response time and memory capacity of a cluster based on traditional, big-memory, and die-stacked servers with constant power envelope of either 1000 kW (1 MW), 250 kW, or 50 kW. Memory capacity is over provisioned if the power budget allows and capacity and performance are constrained by the allowed power. Each cluster is configured with multiple blades to exactly meet the power budget.
than a big-memory machine and 60× faster than a traditional server. The die-stacked system improves performance for two reasons. First, its aggregate bandwidth is much higher. For instance, a die-stacked system with 16 TB has an aggregate bandwidth across all stacks of 512 TB/s. The traditional server and big-memory servers have an aggregate bandwidth of 6.4 TB/s and 1.5 TB/s, respectively. Second, to handle this increased bandwidth, the die-stacked system has many more compute chips, which in turn increases power (center column). In fact, the die-stacked system uses 26–50× more power than the traditional and big-memory systems. This increased power usage significantly increases the cost of deploying a die-stacked cluster.

Interestingly, even though the die-stacked system has 340× more bandwidth than the big-memory system, it is only 256× faster. This discrepancy is because there is not enough compute resources to keep up with the available bandwidth in the die-stacked system. As compute chips become more capable or the density of main memory increases, the die-stacked system will increase the gap between other systems.

Figure 6.7a shows the energy consumption of each system configured with a 16 TB database. Even though the die-stacked system’s power consumption is large, the die-stacked system is more energy efficient than either the traditional or big-memory system, using about 5× less energy. The die-stacked system does not need to use high-power chip-to-board interconnects or extra buffer-on-board chips. The increased energy efficiency also comes from the fact that the die-stacked system “races to halt”. All of the extra energy from shared resources like the power supply, caches, disks, etc. is minimized since the die-stacked system completes the operation more quickly. The relative energy efficiency of each system does not depend on the performance, power, or capacity provisioning.
Die-stacking greatly reduces response time.

- Die-stacking reduces the response time by $60–256\times$.
- Only die-stacking can meet a 10 ms SLA with these data capacities.

Die-stacking uses much more power.

- Die-stacking uses $25–50\times$ more power.
- Die-stacking uses $5\times$ less energy per query due to low response time.

Figure 6.6: Response time and power of a cluster based on traditional, big-memory, and die-stacked servers with constant memory capacity of either 160 TB ($10\times$ data size), 32 TB ($2\times$ data size), or 16 TB ($1\times$ data size).
### 6.6 Discussion

In this section, we discuss the implications of the model results on designing a big data machine. We first discuss the important areas for computer architects to focus to further increase the benefits of the future die-stacked architecture over the current server designs. We then discuss some of the deficiencies of our analytical model.

**Improving system efficiency**

Figure 6.7b shows the breakdown of power between the compute, memory, and overhead for each system as a percentage of the whole system’s power assuming a 1 MW power provisioned cluster. The compute power is computed from Equation 6.7, the memory power is computed from Equation 6.6, and the overhead power assumes each blade (Equation 6.8) uses an extra 100 W for peripheral components. This figure shows that the traditional and big-memory servers’ power is dominated by the memory chips. However, the die-stacked server power is dominated by the compute chips. None of the systems have a large portion
of the power from the blade overhead component.

Figure 6.7b implies that architects should focus on reducing the compute energy in future die-stacked systems. If the compute portion of power of the die-stacked system was reduced by $10 \times$:

- The die-stacked system would use less power when meeting high performance SLAs, but it does not fundamentally change the SLA tradeoffs.
- The capacity of the die-stacked system increases significantly when you have a fixed power budget of more than 100 kW.
- The die-stacked system has reduced power in the case of fixed data capacity, but it does not fundamentally change the response time tradeoffs.
- The die-stacked system would have increased energy efficiency.

Alternatively, architects could concentrate on increasing the main memory density. One promising technology that increases density over DRAM is non-volatile memories [141]. Increasing the density of main memory does not directly affect the performance in any system architecture. However, increased density does reduce the required power (especially for the die-stacked system) as fewer chips and fewer blades are required to meet the capacity requirement. Increasing the density by $8 \times$ affects our results in the following ways:

- The die-stacked architecture becomes cost-effective at higher SLAs, but it is still less cost-effective than the traditional system with a one second SLA.
- With fixed power provisioning, increasing the density does not change the performance, but does increase the capacity for all systems.
- For a fixed data capacity, increasing the density decreases the power required for all systems and makes the performance worse for the traditional and big-memory systems due to the lower bandwidth-capacity ratio.
Model deficiencies

In this work, we use a high-level model of the performance and power of a big data cluster. There are many important factors that we ignore. First, we only focus on one potential big data workload. However, we expect that our results generalize to any bandwidth-bound workload. Second, the inputs we use for our model significantly affect the results. We use data from manufacturers and datasheets. However, it is likely these numbers vary between providers and will change over time. For these reasons, we have released our model as an interactive online application for readers to choose the numbers which are best for their systems. See https://research.cs.wisc.edu/multifacet/bpoe16_3d_bandwidth_model/.

Also, we do not know whether the compute energy is due to data movement or actual computation. Since we use real hardware to measure the energy of a computation, we cannot break down the compute energy into its components. More deeply understanding the power and energy implications in die-stacked systems is interesting future work.

In this work, we assume that each processor only accesses its local memory and ignored the time required for communication between processors in the cluster. Even with regular data-parallel workloads like those we evaluated, there will be some amount of communication between processors. Largely, these overheads will be the same for each of the systems we evaluated. However, it is possible that since the die-stacked system has less data per processor that the communication overheads will be larger than for systems with more data per processor. Our model does not consider the communication between processors.

Finally, our model only applies to workloads that are limited by memory bandwidth. We defined workload complexity in terms of the data required for the computation. However, another common measure of complexity is “arithmetic intensity”: the ratio of compute operations (e.g., FLOPS) to memory operations. Our model does not directly take this characteristic into consideration. Some big data workloads do few compute operations per byte of data, which causes these workloads to be memory-bandwidth bound. Additionally,
as more big data applications take advantage of vector extensions like SIMD their arithmetic efficiency (bytes per cycle) will be higher putting more pressure on the memory bandwidth.

6.7 Conclusions

We investigated how the system architecture affects the power and memory capacity cost-performance tradeoff for three possible designs, a traditional server, a big-memory server, and a novel die-stacked server for one big data workload. We find the traditional server and the big-memory server are not architected for low-latency big data workloads. These current systems have a poor ratio of memory bandwidth to memory capacity. To increase the performance of big data workloads, these systems need a larger bandwidth-capacity ratio, increasing the memory bandwidth without increasing the memory capacity.

On the other hand, the die-stacked system has a bandwidth-capacity ratio that is too large to be cost-effective in many situations. The die-stacked system provides greatly increased bandwidth, but to the detriment of memory capacity. In fact, we require over 2000 stacks to meet the same capacity as eight big-memory systems. Because the die-stacked system requires so many stacks to reach a high capacity, the power requirements may be a cost-limiting factor.

We find the die-stacked architecture of today is cost-effective with complex queries that touch a significant fraction of the total data and there is a tight (10 ms) SLA. Looking forward, architects should focus on reducing the compute power in these die-stacked systems or increasing the memory density. These changes will allow the die-stacked architecture to be cost-effective in more situations.

6.8 Artifacts

The model used in this chapter is available at https://research.cs.wisc.edu/multifacet/bpoe16_3d_bandwidth_model/. This link provides details on the model and the code to
generate all of the graphs in Section 6.5.
Adaptive Victim DRAM Cache: Optimizing Bandwidth for HPC Workloads

7.1 Introduction

Similar to other workloads discussed in this dissertation, high performance computing (HPC) applications often have high memory bandwidth demands, especially when executed on highly-parallel hardware like GPUs or many-core processors. As discussed in Chapter 6, to meet this bandwidth demand, system designers are including high-bandwidth memory (HBM) on package through 3D die-stacking (e.g., Intel’s Knights Landing [140] and NVIDIA’s Tesla P100 [103]). The main benefit of this memory comes from increased bandwidth, not reduced access latency, since it uses the same underlying DRAM technology.

Chapter 6 showed that using solely HBM as main-memory has significant power costs. A straightforward way to combine a limited capacity HBM with DRAM DIMMs is as another level of cache between the on-chip SRAM last-level cache (LLC) and main memory [30, 55, 62, 87, 93, 121] since caches are transparent to programmers.

There are two primary differences between SRAM and DRAM caches that influence
DRAM cache design. First, SRAM caches typically separate the tag and state into a different structure from the data [151], but DRAM caches use the same array structure to hold the tags, state, and data. Second, each level of SRAM cache typically has lower latency, but DRAM caches have comparable latency to main memory.

To support high bandwidth, DRAM caches must have much more parallelism than SRAM caches, and interference between the metadata accesses (tag and cache block state) and the data accesses can have a significant performance impact. Many works have shown that interference between DRAM requests hurts performance for main memory [60, 97, 125, 142] and this is exacerbated by auxiliary accesses (e.g., tag, dirty bit reads) in DRAM caches.

We introduce a new metric to quantify this interference: access amplification. We define access amplification to be the total memory transactions divided by the number of demand memory requests. Access amplification is similar in spirit to write amplification in NAND-flash disks [54]. The impact of DRAM cache metadata accesses was initially explored by Chou et al. [31] which showed there is bandwidth waste in some DRAM cache designs. Access amplification differs from Chou et al.’s “bandwidth bloat” in two ways. First, access amplification counts memory transactions instead of raw bytes since using ECC to store cache tags requires reading and writing the entire cache block for all accesses. Second, access amplification considers all read and write requests from the LLC “useful”, not just read hits. We show that access amplification is a better predictor of performance than bandwidth bloat, especially for workloads with high DRAM cache miss rates.

We use access amplification, the NAS parallel benchmarks, and detailed gem5 simulations [19] to analyze alternative DRAM cache designs. The NAS parallel benchmarks (NPB) are widely used and are considered to be representative of an important class of HPC workloads [1, 9]. For these workloads, DRAM cache miss rates vary from 0% to nearly 100% and write to read ratios vary from 0% writes to 100% writes, sometimes within different phases of a single application. Due to their varying phase behavior and large working
set sizes, NPB workloads put different demands on a DRAM cache than general-purpose workloads (e.g., SPEC).

Our analysis starts with the DRAM cache of a commercially available many-core system. Then, we discuss how victim caches can reduce access amplification and potentially improve performance. However, for some workloads, reducing access amplification to the DRAM cache results in excessive traffic to the off-package main memory DRAM. Thus, we introduce an adaptive victim cache design that dynamically balances these competing factors.

**KNL-like mostly-inclusive cache**

Intel’s Knights Landing (KNL) [140] is a commercially-available multicore processor that targets HPC workloads. According to published literature, KNL implements a DRAM cache with a mostly-inclusive policy (i.e., DRAM cache evictions do not invalidate the LLC or higher levels of the cache hierarchy). We call our model of this DRAM cache *KNL-like*, since we had to assume certain details not included in the public literature.

Our model implements two demand cache accesses: cache reads that result from LLC-misses and cache writes from LLC-writebacks. HBM accesses occur as follows.

*Cache read hits* cause one DRAM cache access: ① read the tag & data. The KNL design leverages Qureshi and Loh’s Alloy cache which stores the tag and data together in a direct-mapped cache eliminating excess accesses [121].

*Cache read misses* cause three DRAM cache accesses: ① read the tag & data to check the tag and retrieve dirty data on a miss, ② write the cache tag to mark the frame as busy (KNL uses a "busy" state instead of MSHRs since 1000s of misses may be outstanding [139]), and ③ write the new data once it returns from main memory.

*Cache writes* cause two DRAM cache accesses: ① read the tag & data to check if the cache frame holds dirty data (from the victim block) that must be written back to memory and ② write the new data.

This analysis shows that both cache read misses and cache writes result in excess
accesses increasing the access amplification above 1.0. Simulation results show that, on average, access amplification for the NPB workloads is 2.03, or two DRAM cache accesses for each demand request (Section 7.5).

**Dirty victim cache**

Changing the cache policy from mostly-inclusive to a dirty victim cache reduces access amplification by eliminating the two excess accesses on cache read misses. 

*Cache read hits* are the same as KNL-like. 

*Cache read misses* cause a single DRAM cache access: ① read the tag & data to check the tag. There is no need to reserve a location in the cache since the fill is delayed until LLC writeback. 

*Cache writes* are handled the same as KNL-like. However, the LLC must also writeback clean blocks to the DRAM cache to implement the victim cache policy. 

For the NPB workloads, we find that this dirty victim cache design reduces access amplification to 1.75, leading to performance improvements over the KNL cache design by 6%, on average (Section 7.5). We leverage a clean-evict bit in the LLC [71] to write clean data at most once.

**Clean victim cache**

A victim cache policy eliminates excess accesses on cache read misses, but cache writes must still check whether a cache frame holds dirty data that must be written back to main memory. These excess accesses can be eliminated by implementing a clean victim cache policy, where the contents of the DRAM cache are always consistent with the main memory. 

*Cache read hits* are the same as KNL-like cache. 

*Cache read misses* are the same as the dirty victim cache. 

*Cache writes* cause a single DRAM cache access: ① write the tag & data. In a clean victim cache, it is always safe to overwrite the cache frame with new tag and data. Like the
dirty victim cache, the LLC must writeback clean data to a clean victim cache.

For the NPB workloads, we find that the clean victim design reduces access amplification to 1.24, outperforming the dirty victim cache for workloads with relatively low write traffic (Section 7.5). However, because a clean victim cache cannot store dirty data, all LLC-writebacks of modified data must update main memory. For write-heavy workloads, the limited bandwidth of off-package DRAM becomes a bottleneck, degrading performance toward a write-through cache despite the very low access amplification. For these workloads, a dirty victim cache performs better.

**Adaptive victim cache**

To address these differing workload properties, we propose an adaptive victim cache design that seeks to balance the performance characteristics of both the dirty victim cache and the clean victim cache designs. By default, this policy behaves like a clean victim cache, but falls back to a dirty victim cache policy for workload phases with high write intensity.

Our adaptive victim cache design uses on-chip SRAM to track metadata only about *dirty* cache frames, achieving most of the performance of full SRAM tags with less than 3% of the area. We use the following mechanisms.

1. **Laundry counts** track the number of dirty blocks within a cache region. Cache writes to clean regions (i.e., laundry count = 0) do not need to read the tag & data.

2. **Laundry list** track tags of regions with dirty blocks, allowing writes with laundry list tag matches to proceed without first reading the tag & data. This optimizes for a common case in HPC workloads that data is written repeatedly.

3. **Proactive writeback** to keep the cache mostly clean by cleaning the cache segments in the laundry counts when sufficient main memory bandwidth is available.

The laundry counts, laundry list, and proactive writeback allow our adaptive victim cache to behave the same as a clean victim cache when the write traffic is low, and like a dirty
victim cache under high write traffic workloads dynamically adapting to the workload or the workload phase.

Our proposed adaptive victim cache reduces access amplification from 2.03 in the KNL-like design to 1.35 (Section 7.5). This is within 7% of an unrealistic SRAM-tag design (1.26). Our design is decentralized, and each HBM channel operates fully independently, requiring 65 KB per HBM channel (total of 1040 KB) of on-chip SRAM (full SRAM-tags require 36 MB). Our adaptive victim design performs at least as well as either the dirty or clean victim designs for each workload. On average, our design increases performance by 10% over the KNL and is within 2% of SRAM tags.

7.2 DRAM cache design and access amplification

In our system, we assume there are many CPU clusters, each containing a CPU core, split L1 I/D caches, and a private L2 cache. There is a unified shared SRAM L3 LLC on-chip, split into multiple banks to support high-bandwidth.

Backing this LLC, is a memory-side DRAM cache. Since the DRAM cache is memory-side, it does not participate in the on-chip coherence traffic. All coherence requests are handled by the SRAM LLC. The storage for the DRAM cache is multiple channels of high-bandwidth memory (HBM). Addresses are striped across these channels using the lowest-order bits for the highest bandwidth [72]. We consider this HBM as on-package: 3D-stacked with TSVs [20, 61], 2.5D-stacked with a silicon interposer [5, 20], or attached via some other high-bandwidth interconnect [108].

There are two types of requests to the DRAM cache: LLC-read and LLC-writeback. LLC-read requests are issued to the DRAM cache when an LLC miss occurs, and fetches data from the DRAM cache. In the baseline mostly-inclusive KNL design, LLC-writeback requests are issued when the LLC evicts a modified block.
Table 7.1: Details of the KNL-like DRAM cache operation. Non-demand requests are marked with an asterisk. The colors correspond to Figure 7.2.

**Baseline KNL-like DRAM cache**

Table 7.1 shows the detailed function of our baseline DRAM cache design based on public information available for the Knights Landing (KNL) DRAM cache [140]. We assume a latency optimized design like Alloy cache [121] that is direct-mapped and stores the tags with data in the DRAM rows. We store the tags with the ECC data in the DRAM. The JEDEC HBM specification has 16 bits per 128-bit bus for ECC, which allows enough space for 20 bits of tag and metadata and leaves 44 bits for ECC per cache block (e.g., using a (576,532) ECC code) [42, 61, 99].

We implement the “Garbage” (G) state used in KNL [140]. This transient state is used for cases where a DRAM cache line is allocated but the corresponding data is written later [139]. Thus, for every miss to the DRAM cache we must write the block to mark it busy. The KNL designers chose to store the outstanding request state in the cache instead of using MSHRs for two reasons. First, to support high bandwidth, 1000s of MSHRs are required, which is costly both in terms of area and power. Second, we find it is very rare for concurrent requests to access the same DRAM cache frame.

The KNL design is a “mostly-inclusive dirty” cache. The cache is allowed to store dirty data, and thus, must write it back to main memory upon eviction. One reason KNL does not use a fully inclusive memory-side design is it requires significant changes to the LLC
and directory controllers to support back-probes on DRAM cache block invalidations. In the case of KNL’s distributed tag directory and distributed LLC [140], supporting back-probes would require adding many transient states to support all possible interleavings of simultaneous requests. Back-probes also increase the network traffic on the shared link between the LLC and the DRAM cache, consuming bandwidth that could be used for demand requests. Additionally, although invalidations may not be common, they can result in pathological behavior in a direct-mapped DRAM cache from repeated conflict misses that can further increasing network traffic and using LLC and directory access bandwidth.

**Access amplification**

**Definition 1** (Access amplification). *The total number of DRAM cache accesses divided by the demand accesses initiated by the SRAM LLC misses.*

In Table 7.1, the actions marked with an asterisk are non-demand requests. For instance, on an LLC-read, the demand part of the access is the initial DRAM cache read to get the tag and data (no asterisk). The *write busy* and *fill* accesses are not servicing the original demand request, but performing auxiliary cache operations (asterisks). Table 7.2 compares the access amplification of the KNL-like cache with a nearly-ideal but infeasible-to-implement
SRAM tag design. Each row in the table shows the counts of each action (e.g., derived from Table 7.1). The demand accesses from the SRAM LCC are all of the requests which are issued to memory in the absence of a DRAM cache.

Access amplification builds off of the ideas of bandwidth bloat as pioneered by Chou et al. [31] and write amplification in flash memories [54]. Both access amplification and bandwidth bloat measure the wasted DRAM cache bandwidth, but bandwidth bloat is defined as the total bytes transferred divided by the useful bytes (i.e., bytes serviced from the DRAM cache). We believe transactional accesses are more indicative of the performance overhead than the raw bytes, similar to write amplification (actual number of flash page writes divided by user page writes). Because the cache tags and metadata are encoded in the extra bits provided for ECC, we must read and write the entire cache block on each access. Additionally, DRAM performance is affected more by interference from different accesses on shared resources (e.g., the shared data bus, bank row buffer) than the raw number of bytes read and written. This dichotomy is similar to using input/output operations per second (IOPs) instead of bandwidth to measure the performance of storage devices.

Figure 7.1 quantitatively compares these two metrics showing how the access amplification (left) and bandwidth bloat (right) correlate to the slowdown of the KNL DRAM cache design compared to directly accessing HBM as if it was main memory. We use a microbenchmark with varying DRAM cache miss ratios (color). The key quantitative difference is that bandwidth bloat significantly increases when the hit rate is low. In fact, if the hit rate is 0% (e.g., a streaming workload), the bandwidth bloat is infinite. Access amplification, on the other hand, shows a nearly linear relationship with execution time slowdown (execution time when using HBM as main memory divided by execution time when using HBM as a cache). Thus, we believe the transaction semantics of access amplification provide a better framework for comparing different DRAM cache policies. The goal of access amplification is not to predict performance, but to give designers a model to reason about the performance of different DRAM cache designs.
Figure 7.2: Breakdown of DRAM cache traffic between demand accesses and other overheads (hatched). This figure assumes a 50% miss ratio, 50% reads, and 50% dirty blocks. The results are similar with other miss and write ratios.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Design</th>
<th>DRAM cache accesses</th>
<th>MM accesses</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Demand accesses</td>
<td>N/A</td>
<td>R + W</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Unreal. SRAM Tags</td>
<td>R(1 + m_d) + W(1 + m_d)</td>
<td>R(m + m_d) + Wm_d</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>KNL-like</td>
<td>R(1 + 2m) + 2W</td>
<td>R(m + m_d) + Wm_d</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Dirty victim</td>
<td>R + 2W + W_u(1 + m)</td>
<td>R * m + m_d(W + W_u)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Clean victim</td>
<td>R + W + W_u</td>
<td>R * m + W</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Adapt. victim</td>
<td>R + W(1 + m_d) + W_u(1 + m_d)</td>
<td>R * m + m_d(W + W_u)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 7.2: Access amplification for each design. R is the reads. W is the writes. m is the miss rate of the DRAM cache. m_d is the rate of dirty data on each miss. And W_u is the unmodified writebacks. Access amplification is accesses/(R + W).

Figure 7.2 shows the potential performance impact of access amplification. To illustrate the effects of access amplification, we modeled the HBM based on the high bandwidth memory standard [49, 61]. We used an artificial microbenchmark to send traffic to the HBM. Figure 7.2 shows that over 50% of the DRAM cache traffic is wasted (thin, hatched bars) not servicing demand requests (thick bars). Colors correspond to the actions in Figure 7.1.

### 7.3 Using the access amplification model

We previously introduced the access amplification of the KNL-like and victim cache designs. In this section, we specifically quantify the access amplification by considering the impacts of two different design parameters. First, the insertion policy dictates when to insert new data into the cache. The cache can either implement a mostly-inclusive policy where the
data is inserted at the time of the cache miss, or it can implement a victim cache policy where the data is no inserted until the LLC issues a write request. Second, the writeback policy dictates when to write dirty data back to the main memory backing the DRAM cache. The cache can either allow dirty data and writeback the data to main memory when it is evicted from the DRAM cache, or it can disallow dirty data and writeback data to main memory on every LLC-writeback request (i.e., a fully-clean writethrough cache).

Table 7.2 summarizes the access amplification of unrealistic SRAM tags, the KNL-like DRAM cache, and three victim cache designs. This table presents the access amplification in relation to the program characteristics including number of reads, writes, and misses at the DRAM cache.

**KNL-like → Dirty victim**

Using a victim cache design eliminates the extra DRAM cache write access marking the cache frame as busy while the miss is outstanding. Instead of allocating the cache frame at the time of the miss, a victim cache waits until the LLC evicts the block to allocate a frame. This removes $2m$ ($m$ is the miss ratio) DRAM cache writes on each LLC-read (dirty victim row in Table 7.2).

The victim cache policy also eliminates an extra DRAM cache write access if a block is modified after a DRAM cache miss (part of $2m$ in Table 7.2). In the KNL cache, when an LLC-writeback occurs it overwrites the filled data, and the fill is “useless” as it is never read before it is overwritten.

However, a victim policy requires filling on every LLC eviction which significantly increases the number of LLC-writeback requests ($W_u$). A traditional victim cache policy [66] would maintain exclusion between the LLC and DRAM cache, requiring every LLC eviction to write back data to the DRAM cache. To reduce the bandwidth requirements, we enforce a non-inclusion property using a “clean-evict” bit [71]. The LLC maintains a per-block clean-evict bit, which is set when a block is fetched from main memory (and not on DRAM
cache hits). When the LLC evicts a block, only blocks with dirty data or a set clean-evict bit are written to the DRAM cache. The clean-evict bit differs from Chou, et al.’s DRAM cache presence (DCP) bit [31] because DCP must be maintained exactly (requiring complicated back probes) while clean-evict is essentially a performance hint. Using the clean-evict bit, $W_{w} <= (R \times m)$.

**Dirty victim → Clean victim cache**

A clean cache, such as a conventional writethrough cache, does not need to check the tags before writing the tag and data. Therefore, we can reduce the access amplification of the dirty victim cache by treating it as a writethrough (clean) design.

The “Clean victim” row in Table 7.2 shows there are fewer DRAM cache accesses on LLC-writeback requests for the clean victim design than the other designs. The number of cache accesses reduces from more than $2W$ per access to just $W$ for the clean victim design. This implies that the clean victim cache will perform better for high write traffic workloads. However, writethrough caches have a major drawback: all dirty data must be written to main memory, increasing the main memory traffic.

In Section 7.5 we find that implementing a fully-clean DRAM victim cache eliminates the most access amplification, even more than unrealistic SRAM tags. However, a clean victim cache hurts performance for some applications (Figure 7.8) since it increases the traffic to main memory, which is the bottleneck in write-heavy applications.

### 7.4 Adaptive victim cache

Ideally, we want an adaptive cache design that behaves like a fully-clean victim cache, without the downsides of squandering main memory bandwidth. Importantly, under a high-write load to the DRAM cache, we want the cache to behave like a writeback cache, not a writethrough cache.
The “Adaptive Victim” row in Table 7.2 shows the goal for our design. By leveraging the victim cache policy, we remove all unnecessary accesses on the LLC-read path, and by falling back on a writeback (dirty) policy, there is no main memory access amplification. In the best case, we only want to have extra reads to the DRAM cache if we are sure the data is dirty, which is the same overheads as the full SRAM tag design.

Our adaptive victim design has about the same access amplification as the unrealistic SRAM tag design. The key idea is that we can get most of the benefits of SRAM tags by only storing tags that reference dirty data in SRAM. To limit the overhead of storing these tags, under high write conditions we fall back on the dirty victim design, and to increase performance when the main memory traffic is low we upgrade to the clean victim design. Thus, our design robustly performs as well as either the dirty or clean victim caches, as shown in Section 7.5.

In this section, we explain five insights driving our adaptive victim cache design. We first present a simplified design of our adaptive victim policy. Then, we extend this design to large multi-channel DRAM caches. We then discuss the implementation of the adaptive victim policy, an important optimization, and the area overheads of our proposal.

**Simplified adaptive victim design**

Figure 7.3 shows a simplified example with a 4-entry DRAM cache to illustrate these insights. Step 0 shows the initial state of the cache with four valid and clean frames.

**Insight 1:** *If there are no dirty blocks in the cache, then it is safe to overwrite a block without first reading the cache tag.*

**Action:** Store a count of the number of dirty cache frames in SRAM. If the count is zero, it is safe to overwrite. Otherwise, we must check before writing.

**Example:** In step 1 of Figure 7.3, the LLC sends an writeback request to the DRAM cache with the clean-evict bit set. The laundry count of zero signifies there is no dirty data in the cache. Thus, we can treat the cache as though it is fully-clean and write the incoming
In step 2 of Figure 7.3, the LLC sends a writeback request with modified data. This implies the data in main-memory is stale, and when the line is inserted into the cache, the cache will contain dirty data. Thus, when inserting the line, we increment the laundry count by one. This signifies it is no longer safe to write into the cache without first reading the corresponding frame’s tag (like the dirty victim design) since it is possible a new line will overwrite the only copy of the data for a cache block.

**Insight 2:** If we know all of the dirty blocks in the cache have the same tag as the current write, then we know it is safe to write the block without first checking.

**Action:** Track the tag shared by all dirty blocks. If the tag matches, then it is safe to write. Otherwise, we must invalidate the tag and check before writing.

**Example:** In step 2 of Figure 7.3, when writing the dirty data for line A2, we also insert the tag (A) into the laundry list structure. A in the laundry list implies that only blocks with a valid tag of A can be dirty in the cache. Blocks with any other tag must be clean.
In step 3 of Figure 7.3, the LLC sends a modified writeback for A0. The laundry count is not zero; therefore, it may be unsafe to write this block into the cache. However, since the tag in the laundry list matches the tag of the writeback request, it is safe to overwrite the data in the cache. Either we will overwrite clean data that is found in main memory, or we will safely overwrite stale data with a more up-to-date version. In this step, we also increment the laundry count to match the number of dirty frames in the cache.

Finally, step 4 of Figure 7.3, shows a modified LLC-writeback to a block with a different tag (B). In this case, it is unsafe to write the data into the cache, so before writing the data, we must check the tag of the corresponding cache frame (exactly like a dirty victim cache). Additionally, when inserting the block in a dirty state, we must invalidate the laundry list entry for A since it is no longer safe to write blocks from A into the cache and increment the laundry count.

**Applying insights 1 & 2 to large caches**

Insights 1 and 2 do not directly scale to large cache sizes. These insights quickly break down since even a small percentage of dirty lines cause the cache to fall back on the dirty victim policy.

To extend these insights to large caches, we first define a cache super-frame as an aligned set of cache frames in a direct-mapped cache. Super-frames are similar to super-blocks; however, super-blocks are aligned regions of memory, and super-frames describe a region of cache storage. A super-frame can hold data from a single super-block or from multiple super-blocks since multiple super-blocks map to the same super-frame.

**Insight 3:** We can partition the cache into super-frames and apply insights 1 and 2 on many small cache regions (super-frames) instead of the entire cache.

**Action:** Each super-frame has a dirty count stored in the laundry counts and a tag stored in the laundry list (see Section 7.4). It is safe to write a block into the cache if the super-frame’s laundry counts entry is zero or there is a tag match in the laundry list. Else, we
must check the cache before overwriting the cache frame.

Above, we described the adaptive victim design as if it was a centralized structure. However, to support high bandwidth, die-stacked DRAM is often split into many channels (e.g., 16 channels for the HBM standard [61]). These channels operate independently and may not be co-located on chip. Thus, we do not assume a centralized laundry list and laundry counts, but split the structures across the channels into multiple banks. Each bank of the laundry structures tracks the subset of the super-frame assigned to that channel (super-frames are continuous in physical space). Figure 7.4a shows the physical address bits used to access the laundry counts and laundry list structures. Banking the laundry structures across multiple channels increases their area overhead (e.g., the tags in the laundry list may be replicated), but it allows these structures to flexibly support high bandwidth.

Laundry counts and laundry list

The laundry counts is an SRAM-based structure that tracks the number of dirty frames in each cache super-frame (Figure 7.4b). The laundry counts is a directly indexed array with one entry per super-frame in the cache. The count is updated on each DRAM action by incrementing when adding dirty data and decrementing when flushing dirty data to main memory (Figure 7.5 contains more details).

We choose to track super-frames instead of every cache frame to decrease the area overhead of the laundry counts. Tracking dirty information using a bitvector for each 64-byte block requires 2 MB of on-chip SRAM area for a 1 GB DRAM cache. Section 7.5 shows that HPC workloads have high spatial locality in the DRAM cache so a bitvector will not significantly improve performance over coarser super-frame tracking.

We require the laundry count to be consistent with the dirty bits in the cache. Thus, we cannot increment the laundry count if the modified LLC-writeback overwrites already dirty data. To facilitate dirty block tracking, we add another bit to each LLC-entry. On a
response to an LLC-read hit at the DRAM cache, we include a cache-dirty bit which is set if the block is dirty in the DRAM cache. Like the clean-evict bit, this bit is tracked at the LLC and sent back to the DRAM cache on an LLC-eviction. If the cache-dirty bit is set, the line is already dirty in the cache, and we do not increment the laundry count.

**Insight 4:** Insight 2 is not required for correctness. We do not need to track the tag for every super-frame in the cache.

**Action:** Reduce the entries in the laundry list to only cover a subset of the super-frames in the DRAM cache and make the laundry list set-associative to reduce the conflicts between dirty super-frames.

Thus, the laundry list stores only some tags in SRAM to eliminate the DRAM cache reads on LLC-writeback in the case where the tag matches (Insight 2). Now, when checking if an LLC-writeback is safe, if the laundry counts entry is nonzero (i.e., the super-frame frame...
contains dirty data), we check the laundry list. If the laundry list contains a tag for that super-frame and that tag matches, then the LLC-writeback is safe to insert into the cache. Section 7.5 shows it is common to overwrite dirty data in the cache and find a matching tag in the laundry list. Thus, we find the laundry list significantly decreases the extra reads compared to only tracking the laundry counts.

To reduce the area overhead, we implement the laundry list as a set-associative array with fewer entries than super-frames in the cache. Each laundry list entry holds the physical tag that is found in the cache, the super-frame tag, and a valid bit.

The laundry list is indexed by a subset of the super-frame number (Figure 7.4a). On a laundry list access, the valid super-frame tags from each way are compared with the incoming request’s super-frame tag. If any of these super-frame tags match, we compare the physical tag of that entry to the request’s physical tag. On a physical tag match, we take the “fast dirty” path in Figure 7.5. If there are no matching super-frame tags or the physical tags mismatch, we take the “slow dirty” path in Figure 7.5 since we are unsure whether the request is safe to write into the super-frame. In this case, the adaptive victim cache behaves like a dirty victim cache.

In Section 7.5, we show that a laundry list that covers only 1/8 of the DRAM cache performs as well as a full laundry list for most workloads. The key reason a partial laundry list provides sufficient performance is that most super-frames are fully clean and contain no dirty data. Thus, tracking a tag for each super-frame is unnecessary.

The dirty region tracker (DiRT) proposed by Sim et al. [137] has a similar goal to the laundry list and laundry counts. However, DiRT constrains the number of dirty pages, falling back on a writethrough (clean) policy under high-write traffic, which can hurt performance (evaluated in Section 7.5). Our adaptive victim design is more robust and falls back on the higher-performance dirty victim design under high write-traffic.

The flowchart in Figure 7.5 shows the detailed DRAM cache state machine for LLC-writeback requests. The shaded rectangles represent accessing the DRAM cache. The
Figure 7.5: Overview of adaptive victim cache operation. The shaded rectangles represent accessing the DRAM cache. Corner cases and error cases are covered in detail in Table 7.3.
“clean” and “fast dirty” path allow the adaptive victim cache to behave like a fully-clean cache and an unrealistic SRAM tag cache, respectively. LLC-read requests are not shown; they simply read the tag and data from the DRAM cache.

Before the LLC-writeback request, the LLC checks the clean-evict bit and LLC’s dirty bit. If neither bit is set, the LLC-writeback is elided since the block is likely already cached and main memory or the DRAM cache contains the most up-to-date data.

Otherwise, the LLC sends an LLC-writeback request with the modified bit, the clean-evict bit, and the cache-dirty bit. On an LLC-writeback, we first check the laundry count for the super-block corresponding to the writeback request. If the count is zero, then it is safe to write the line into the super-frame and the super-frame behaves like a fully-clean cache (without requiring all dirty data to write through). Otherwise, we check the laundry list as shown in Figure 7.4. If there is a laundry list hit, then we take the “fast dirty” since the access is guaranteed to be safe.

The access may overwrite data that is stale in main memory if either there is no laundry list entry for the corresponding super-frame or the physical tag of the matching super-frame entry does not match. In this case, we fall back on the behavior of the dirty victim cache and read the tag and data in the DRAM cache. At this point, if the corresponding frame’s data is dirty and the tag does not match the request, we write the data back to main memory.

Finally, we write the data in the LLC-writeback request to the DRAM cache. If we used the “slow dirty” path, we use the canonical information in the DRAM cache and the LLC-writeback request type to update the laundry structures to be consistent with the DRAM cache. Otherwise, we update the laundry structures based on the type of LLC-writeback request since we know the state of the cache frame.

**Proactive writeback**

**Insight 5:** If the cache is mostly clean, we get more benefit from our adaptive victim design.
**Action:** Proactively writeback dirty data to main memory *only when it will not hurt performance.*

The adaptive victim DRAM cache will perform best when most of the cache is clean. However, maintaining a fully-clean victim cache hurts performance when the backing main memory bandwidth is saturated. Therefore, we use a proactive writeback design that adaptively cleans blocks in the cache *only when it will minimally affect performance.*

There are two times where we *try* to writeback dirty data from the DRAM cache to the main memory. First, on a modified LLC-writeback we try to write the data through to memory as well as insert it into the cache like the clean victim design. Second, whenever a cache frame is read on an LLC-read request, if it is dirty, we try to clean the frame.

We only issue these proactive writebacks if the main memory bandwidth is not at or near saturation. We track whether or not we are receiving backpressure from main memory and never send a proactive writeback if the main memory port is full or if main memory has been blocked recently (e.g., the last 50 cycles). If we continue to issue writes when the main memory write buffer is full, the writes will take precedence over the main memory reads, hurting performance because main memory reads are the latency-sensitive demand requests from the CPU.

In addition to proactive writeback, we propose a dirty-data scrubber with the DRAM cache controller. This hardware walks the laundry counts structure and issues reads to proactively clean super-frames when there is extra DRAM cache and main memory bandwidth (e.g., when the application is not in a memory-intensive phase). In fact, this scrubber could work together with the DRAM refresh logic to proactively clean DRAM rows that are activated for refresh. We do not present an evaluation of the dirty data scrubber.

Proactive writeback is similar to self balancing dispatch (SBD) proposed by Sim et al. [137] except we only bypass LLC-writeback requests. Additionally, the proactive writeback algorithm is simpler than SBD. Proactive writeback only tracks the backpressure and
number of writes, unlike SBD which calculates the expected queuing delay.

Adaptive victim cache implementation

Table 7.3 shows the detailed implementation of the adaptive victim DRAM cache for LLC-writeback requests. On the left are the states of the LLC blocks when sending an LLC-writeback. On the right are the actions taken by the laundry hardware.

There are five invariants for the laundry hardware.

1. The laundry count for a super-frame is equal to the number of dirty blocks in the super-frame (insight 1).

2. If there is an entry in the laundry list for a super-frame, all dirty blocks in that super-frame have the same tag (insight 2).

3. The laundry count is always incremented on a modified LLC-writeback, unless the data is already dirty in the DRAM cache. There are two ways to detect when the data is dirty: reading the cache block tag and state (row 13) or inferring the frame is dirty when the laundry list entry is valid and the cache-dirty bit is set (row 3).

4. When cleaning a cache frame, the laundry list entry must be invalidated, if it exists. Without removing the laundry list entry in this case, the laundry count could become inconsistent if there is a block cached in the LLC with the cache-dirty bit set.

5. If the tag of the LLC-writeback request matches the tag stored in the cache frame, the data was modified in the LLC (rows 7, 13, 15). Otherwise, there is an error (rows 6, 8, 14, 16). If the block tag matches, the block was inserted into the LLC with the clean-evict bit set, and will only be written back to the DRAM cache if it was modified.

Proactive writebacks are not shown in Table 7.3. We try to send a proactive writeback on every “Read tag & data”, including when the writeback of the victim block is not required. We only send a proactive writeback under the conditions detailed in Section 7.4. On a
### Table 7.3: Details of bandwidth optimized DRAM cache functions

Table 7.4 contains an explanation for each row.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>Laundry count == 0?</th>
<th>Laundry list super-frame tag match?</th>
<th>Laundry list physical tag match?</th>
<th>Cache block tag match?</th>
<th>Cache block dirty?</th>
<th>Data modified in LLC?</th>
<th>Data dirty when inserted into LLC?</th>
<th>Read tag &amp; data from DRAM cache</th>
<th>Writeback victim</th>
<th>Create new laundry list entry</th>
<th>Invalidate laundry list super-frame entry</th>
<th>Decrement laundry list count</th>
<th>Increment laundry count</th>
<th>Write tag &amp; data into DRAM cache</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>No</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>No</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>No</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>No</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5</td>
<td>No</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>No</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6</td>
<td>No</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>No</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7</td>
<td>No</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>No</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>No</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8</td>
<td>No</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>No</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>No</td>
<td>No</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>9</td>
<td>No</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>No</td>
<td>No</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10</td>
<td>No</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>No</td>
<td>No</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>No</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>11</td>
<td>No</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>No</td>
<td>No</td>
<td>No</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>12</td>
<td>No</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>No</td>
<td>No</td>
<td>No</td>
<td>No</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>13</td>
<td>No</td>
<td>No</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>14</td>
<td>No</td>
<td>No</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>No</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>15</td>
<td>No</td>
<td>No</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>No</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>16</td>
<td>No</td>
<td>No</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>No</td>
<td>No</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>17</td>
<td>No</td>
<td>No</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>18</td>
<td>No</td>
<td>No</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>No</td>
<td>No</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>19</td>
<td>No</td>
<td>No</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>No</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>20</td>
<td>No</td>
<td>No</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>No</td>
<td>No</td>
<td>No</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>First dirty data inserted into a clean super-frame</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>---</td>
<td>--------------------------------------------------</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>Clean data inserted into a clean super-frame</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>Dirty data inserted into a super-frame that contains dirty data from the same super-block. Can infer the cache frame contains dirty data (invariant 3); do not increment laundry count.</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>Dirty data inserted into a super-frame that contains dirty data from the same super-block.</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5</td>
<td>Clean data inserted into a super-frame that contains dirty data from the same super-block. Must invalidate laundry list entry (invariant 4).</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6</td>
<td>Error. Violates invariant 2.</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7</td>
<td>Dirty data inserted into a dirty super-frame that holds dirty data from a different super-block.</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8</td>
<td>Error. Clean-evict filter will elide this writeback (invariant 5).</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>9</td>
<td>Dirty data inserted into a dirty super-frame that holds dirty data from a different super-block.</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10</td>
<td>Clean data inserted into a super-frame that contains dirty data from the same super-block. Must invalidate laundry list entry (invariant 4).</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>11</td>
<td>Dirty data inserted into a dirty super-frame that holds dirty data from a different super-block.</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>12</td>
<td>Clean data inserted into a super-frame that contains dirty data from a different super-block.</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>13</td>
<td>Dirty data inserted into a dirty super-frame that holds dirty data from a different super-block. The cache frame was previously dirty; no need to increment the laundry count (invariant 3)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>14</td>
<td>Error. Clean-evict filter will elide this writeback (invariant 5).</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>15</td>
<td>Dirty data inserted into a dirty super-frame that holds dirty data from a different super-block. The cache frame was previously clean; increment the laundry count (invariant 3)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>16</td>
<td>Error. Clean-evict filter will elide this writeback (invariant 5).</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>17</td>
<td>Dirty data inserted into a dirty super-frame that holds dirty data from a different super-block.</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>18</td>
<td>Clean data overwriting a dirty cache frame.</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>19</td>
<td>Dirty data inserted into a dirty super-frame overwriting clean data.</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>20</td>
<td>Clean data inserted into a dirty super-frame overwriting clean data.</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 7.4: Explanation of rows in Table 7.3.
proactive writeback, the laundry count entry is decremented, and if there is a valid laundry list entry for the super-frame, it must be invalidated (invariant 4). Additionally, if we take a proactive writeback action on an LLC-read, we send a write to the DRAM cache to update the dirty bit in the cache to be consistent with the laundry counts. This write is off the critical path.

**Adaptive victim cache overheads**

The total overhead of the adaptive victim caches structures is 1040 KB split evenly between 16 fully-independent HBM channels (65 KB per channel) compared to 36 MB for full tags for a 1 GB DRAM cache. Although this is a significant area overhead, it is less than 6% of the 16 MB LLC, and due to our decentralized design, each individual structure is small, so there is little added latency and power.

We use a super-frame size of 16 KB, split across 16 HBM channels. Thus, each dirty count array entry tracks 16 64-byte frames (1 KB per channel). The laundry count requires 5 bits for each entry, and so, the laundry count requires 40 KB per channel (640 KB for the whole system). We use a laundry list that can cover \( \frac{1}{8} \) of the DRAM cache capacity, assuming high spatial locality. The laundry list has 8192 entries per HBM channel. We analyze the effect of increasing the laundry list size in Section 7.5. The area overhead of the laundry list is 25 K per channel.

### 7.5 Evaluation

**Methodology**

DRAM caches make the most sense for workloads that are bandwidth-bound and have very large working set sizes. Therefore, we evaluate the NAS parallel benchmarks (NPB) [1, 9]. These are scientific computing benchmarks with large working set sizes and high memory
Table 7.5: NPB version 3.3.1 workloads. Class defines the input size. Footprint is the actual resident memory size.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Name</th>
<th>Class</th>
<th>Footprint</th>
<th>Description</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>BT</td>
<td>D</td>
<td>10.8 GB</td>
<td>Block tri-diagonal solver</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CG</td>
<td>D</td>
<td>16.3 GB</td>
<td>Conjugate gradient</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>FT</td>
<td>C</td>
<td>5.1 GB</td>
<td>Discrete 3D FFT</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>IS</td>
<td>D</td>
<td>33.0 GB</td>
<td>Integer sort</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>LU</td>
<td>D</td>
<td>9.0 GB</td>
<td>LU Gauss-Seidel solver</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MG</td>
<td>D</td>
<td>26.5 GB</td>
<td>Multi-grid on meshes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SP</td>
<td>D</td>
<td>16.0 GB</td>
<td>Scalar pentadiagonal solver</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>UA</td>
<td>D</td>
<td>9.1 GB</td>
<td>Unstructured adaptive mesh</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

traffic. Table 7.5 describes the workloads. These workloads run between a few minutes and a few hours, natively.

Section 3.2 in Chapter 3 contains more details of the infrastructure used in this chapter. Briefly, we run the NPB on gem5 [19]. However, NPB are too large to execute to completion in simulation. We use random sampling from the whole execution to ensure capturing all of the workloads’ variation. We use simple random sampling and a method similar to the one used by Sandberg et al. using the virtualization hardware (KVM) to fast-forward to each sampled observation [133]. For each observation, we warm up the caches for 10 ms and run the detailed simulation for 2 ms. We have at least 100 observations for each configuration and application totaling about 200 ms of detailed simulation per workload per configuration (not counting cache warmup) or about 6 billion instructions for each sample.

Performance for NPB are measured in average billion floating point operations per second (GFLOPS) or user-mode instructions (UGIPS) for integer-only workloads. Measuring the performance with GFLOPS or UGIPS provides a fair comparison across configurations when using statistical sampling as the total work accomplished in the observation period is proportional to the number of floating point or user-mode instructions executed.

Table 7.6 describes the system we used to evaluate the NPB. We simulated a large multicore CPU with abundant thread-level parallelism and a high-bandwidth cache system. The
### Table 7.6: Simulated system details.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>On-die</th>
<th>Memory system</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>32 CPU cores</td>
<td>16 HBM channels [61]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>32 KB each split L1 I/D</td>
<td>8 GB/s per channel</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>256 KB private L2</td>
<td>1 GB total capacity</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>16 MB shared LLC</td>
<td>2 DDR3 channels [60]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>16 LLC banks</td>
<td>12.6 GB/s per channel</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10 cycles laundry counts + laundry list latency</td>
<td>64 GB total capacity</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

(a) Miss ratio for NPB. Each point represents one random observation. Also shown is a Gaussian approximation of the distribution across the whole sample.

(b) Percent of all LLC-writebacks that contain modified data. Each point represents one random observation. Also shown is a Gaussian approximation of the distribution across the whole sample.

Figure 7.7: Access amplification for the NPB. The dashed line at 1.0 shows the demand requests from the LLC. Any accesses above 1.0 are due to access amplification. Note: there is some noise in the data from the sampling methodology.
on-die CPU system is a proxy for a high-performance compute chip. We use the detailed DRAM models in gem5 to model both HBM and DDR3 [49]. These models are based on the datasheets for each type of memory. When modeling HBM as a DRAM cache, we add one extra BURST cycle to model ECC/tag transfer.

We evaluate four different DRAM cache designs.

**KNL-like** (Section 7.2) Latency-optimized DRAM cache design.

**Dirty victim** (Section 7.3) Victim cache that can store dirty data.

**Clean victim** (Section 7.3) Victim cache that is fully-clean.

**Adaptive victim** (Section 7.4) Victim cache that is mostly clean, but allows any amount of dirty data.

**Workload analysis**

The NPB show significant variation both across workloads and within the same workload, which motivates our adaptive victim cache design. Figures 7.6a and 7.6b show the miss ratio and write ratio for each 2 ms observation for each workload. The background area plots are violin plots and show a Gaussian approximation of the distribution. This shows the weights of many observations that show the same value (e.g., most of the BT observations show a miss rate of about 10%, but a few have a miss rate of nearly 100%).

There are a variety of behaviors across the NPB. Figure 7.6a shows the wide variety of DRAM cache miss ratios, even within a single workload. For instance, FT always has a low miss ratio, but IS sometimes has a low miss ratio and sometimes has a miss ratio near 100%.

Figure 7.6b shows the ratio of dirty write requests (roughly the percent of DRAM cache that holds dirty data for a victim cache) for the NPB. This figure shows there is a variety of write behavior, sometimes even within a workload. For instance, CG shows almost no
writes to the DRAM cache, but SP has a broad distribution with phases showing high write proportions and low write proportions. Thus, it is important for a DRAM cache policy to be robust under many different application characteristics.

Access amplification

Figure 7.7 shows the access amplification—the number of DRAM cache accesses per demand request from the on-chip LLC (demand reads and writes)—for the eight NPB evaluated. Any accesses above the 1.0 line are “unnecessary” accesses that are not servicing demand requests. Each bar is split by the different types of access amplification described in Section 7.2. The data read writeback and tag read dirty are combined into a single bar in this figure as each tag read dirty access reads both the tag and the data to reduce latency.

Figure 7.7 shows that the KNL-like design makes on average two DRAM cache accesses per demand request. In the worst case (MG), this design has an access amplification of 2.8. MG has a high miss rate, and each miss requires three DRAM cache accesses (Section 7.2).

The dirty victim design reduces the access amplification by removing the tag write busy accesses. However, this design increases the relative number of data read writeback accesses since the LLC performs must writeback both modified data and clean data if the clean-evict bit is set.

The clean victim design further reduces the access amplification. This design trades the demand write requests for data write fill accesses, since for every LLC-writeback this design fills a clean copy of the data. Although the clean victim design eliminates most access amplification, for some workloads it does not perform well because it increases main memory traffic (Section 7.5).

Next, the unrealistic SRAM tag design shows the minimum access amplification while still achieving good performance. This design significantly reduces the access amplification compared to the dirty victim design because, the cache controller knows exactly which accesses are required before accessing the DRAM cache.
The rightmost bar shows the access amplification of the adaptive victim design is only slightly higher than the unrealistic SRAM tag design. Like the SRAM tag design, the adaptive victim cache limits the unnecessary accesses and, in most cases, only accesses the DRAM cache when required. The adaptive victim is within 6% of the amplification reduction of unrealistic SRAM tags.

Like the clean victim design, the adaptive victim design trades some demand write (dirty write) accesses for data write fill accesses. In the cases where there is ample main memory bandwidth, the adaptive victim cache uses proactive writebacks perform a clean fill instead of a dirty write. For some workloads like SP and MG, there is not any spare main memory bandwidth, so the adaptive victim design rarely issues proactive writebacks (the number of demand writes is the same between the dirty victim design and adaptive victim design). BT and FT have many proactive writebacks and some of their demand writes are replaced with data write fill accesses (clean writes).

**NPB performance**

Figure 7.8 shows the overall performance for the eight NPB evaluated. The bars represent the average performance (either GFLOPS or UGIPS) of each application across the observations taken. The error bars show a 95% confidence interval for the mean performance.

Some applications see no performance improvement or only a minor performance improvement with a 1 GB DRAM cache (IS, UA, MG) compared to no DRAM cache. For MG and UA, the miss rate is very high: an average of over 90% (Figure 7.6a). For IS, some iterations fit in the 1 GB cache and show low miss rates, but most do not and these iterations that do not fit in the cache dominate the execution time. For UA, even if all of the memory is HBM, there is not much performance improvement. This workload is not bandwidth-bound, but latency-bound due to pointer-chasing through the unstructured grid datastructure.

Across the NPB, some workloads show higher performance with a dirty victim DRAM
Figure 7.8: Performance of NPB. All workloads measured in GFLOPS, except for IS with UGIPS. The error bars represent a 95% confidence interval for the mean based on the Student’s t-Test. The average assumes equal weight for each of the workloads.

cache (BT, FT, LU, MG, SP) and some perform better with a clean victim design (IS, CG). The adaptive victim DRAM cache design performs at least as well as the best of either victim design. In most cases, the adaptive victim design performs as well as the unrealistic SRAM tag design (not shown). The only case the unrealistic SRAM tags outperforms the adaptive victim is FT, where there is a very high write-ratio. In this case, the adaptive victim performs the same as the dirty victim design.

The lower-right graph shows the average relative performance of the four DRAM cache designs with equal weight between each application. Our adaptive victim design shows an average of about 10% performance improvement compared to the baseline KNL-like
design. This also shows that the KNL-like design performs worse than a simple victim cache design, and the victim clean design hurts performance, on average. Our adaptive victim cache design is only 2.3% slower than an impractical design with all tags stored in SRAM.

**Laundry list size**

Recall that an unrealistic SRAM tag designs requires at least 36 MB of on-chip SRAM to store the cache tags. Our adaptive victim design requires about 1 MB of on-chip SRAM. We find that increasing the on-chip storage does not improve the performance of our adaptive victim cache.

Figure 7.9 shows the relative performance of each application for varying sizes of the laundry list. The “full tags” is provisioned with an entry for every super-frame, this would have an overhead of 3.2 MB. “16 tags” represents the minimal number of tags (one per channel) for the laundry list. The 0.63 MB area overhead of this design are the laundry counts. The “$\frac{1}{8}$ tags” is the design used in the previous results (1040 KB), and the “$\frac{1}{4}$ tags”
Figure 7.10: Breakdown of laundry list and laundry counts lookups for all write requests for two representative applications, FT and LU. Compares a laundry list with $\frac{1}{8}$ reach, $\frac{1}{4}$ reach, and large enough to cover the entire cache (impractically large).

shows the performance if the tag array is provisioned so at most $\frac{1}{4}$ of the cache is allowed to be dirty. The “$\frac{1}{4}$ tags” design has an area overhead of about 1.3 MB.

The laundry counts structure is most important for providing high performance with the adaptive victim cache. Figure 7.9 shows that for most applications the size of the laundry list does not significantly affect performance. Although some bars for smaller laundry list designs appear higher, they are within the noise of our sampling methodology. FT and LU show a clear effect when the tag array size is increased. However, even for FT, the “$\frac{1}{8}$ tags” performs as well as the dirty victim design (Figure 7.8) demonstrating the robustness of our design. In the worst case, it falls back on the dirty victim performance, not the clean victim design.

Figure 7.10 shows the breakdown of the result of consulting the laundry structures for each write request as a percentage of all writes. The labels correspond to the flowchart in Figure 7.5. This figure shows the importance of tracking tags in the laundry list instead of just tracking the whether the super-frame is dirty (i.e., just the laundry counts). The goal of the laundry list is to avoid the “slow dirty” path which reduces the number of DRAM cache reads before writing new data, since reading before writing incurs extra latency and occupancy overhead on the DRAM bus [60]. The sum of the red and blue bars (bottom
two) show the effectiveness of the laundry list at removing these accesses.

For LU, most of the write requests are to data that already exists in the DRAM cache and the laundry list effectively elides the extra write requests. This is why the access amplification for LU is low for our adaptive victim cache design (Figure 7.7). For LU, a larger laundry list allows more of the cache to contain dirty data (lower red bar). This reduces the main memory traffic but does not significantly affect performance since most of the accesses are on the “fast dirty” or “clean” paths.

For SP, increasing the size of the laundry list increases its effectiveness. With a larger laundry list we take the “fast dirty” path more often. However, as Figure 7.9 shows, this does not have a significant effect on performance for this workload. SP and FT (not shown) have the largest effect of increasing the laundry list size. If we instead only used the laundry counts or a bitvector tracking the dirty frames, all of the blue parts of the bars in Figure 7.10 would generate extra DRAM cache accesses increasing access amplification.

As shown by Figure 7.10 we find that tag mismatches in the laundry list are rare. This implies that tracking super-block tags instead of 64-byte block tags does not cause significant false sharing. It is rare that there is more than one dirty super-block within each super-frame in the DRAM cache even for large super-blocks (i.e., 16 KB).

**Tracking dirty data**

Figure 7.6b showed that some applications have mostly modified write requests to the DRAM cache. Thus, for these applications, a large fraction of the cache is dirty. Therefore, we should not use solutions like DiRT [137] that constrain the amount of dirty data in the cache as this solution reverts to the clean victim cache performance. Our adaptive victim cache is robust under different write traffic conditions.

Figure 7.11 shows the performance of victim designs and a DiRT-like design. To model DiRT, we use the laundry list but do not use the laundry counts. Instead of modeling exactly 1024 pages in the tag array (DiRT design), we allow up to $\frac{1}{4}$ of the cache (256 MB)
Figure 7.11: Performance for two workloads with a very aggressive DiRT-like design [137].

Figure 7.12: Percent of super-frames that have a single super-block cached. Each point represents one random observation. Also shown is a Gaussian approximation of the distribution across the whole sample.
to be dirty, compared to only 4 MB in Sim et al. [137]. This is a very aggressive model of the DiRT.

Figure 7.11 shows that for the workloads where the clean victim design performs poorly DiRT also performs poorly. In this case, DiRT performs about the same as a clean victim cache because more than $\frac{1}{4}$ of the active blocks in the cache are dirty. Therefore, the constraining bandwidth is the main memory bandwidth, not the DRAM cache bandwidth. In both of these cases, the adaptive victim performs as well as the dirty victim design because it changes to a writeback mode instead of writethrough.

Figure 7.12 shows the spatial locality of the NPB. This figure shows the number of super-frames for which only a single super-block is cached for three different super-frame sizes. A super-frame size of 1 KB is the same as directly tracking single cache frames since we have a 16-channel HBM.

Figure 7.12 shows that for most observations for most workloads almost all super-frames have a single super-block. However, if we increase the super-frame size to 64 KB, the spatial locality breaks down for some workloads. Thus, we choose 16 KB super-frames. This size provides a good tradeoff between area overhead and spatial locality.

**Results summary**

The adaptive victim DRAM cache design gets the best of the clean victim and dirty victim designs. The adaptive victim design is robust, and performs well under both high and low miss rate and high and low fractions of write traffic, unlike the other victim designs. The adaptive victim DRAM cache sees these benefits because it does not squander its bandwidth or the bandwidth to main memory. By tracking a small amount of information in SRAM just for dirty frames, our design limits the access amplification and outperforms the alternatives.
7.6 Related work

There is significant recent work treating HBM as a DRAM cache. We build on previous research that reduces the latency when accessing DRAM caches, and while it is not the focus of this work, our ideas can be used in conjunction with techniques to increase the hit rates of DRAM caches.

Much of the initial work on DRAM caches focused on reducing the latency when storing the cache tags in DRAM [55, 87, 121]. Loh and Hill proposed storing the cache tags in the same DRAM row as the data to reduce the hit latency [87]. Qureshi and Loh developed a latency-optimized DRAM cache design (Alloy cache) that stores the tag-and-data together in a single entity in the DRAM cache [121]. Additionally, Qureshi and Loh advocate for a direct-mapped cache instead of an associative cache. A direct-mapped design reduces the latency, and the increased hit rate of set-associativity is limited due to the large capacity.

Loh and Hill introduce a MissMap to predict whether the line is in the DRAM cache or main memory [87]. The MissMap must always predict conservatively; it cannot predict the line is not in the DRAM cache, if it actually is. Our laundry list and laundry counts is similar in spirit to the MissMap, but instead of tracking all cache lines, it only stores information for dirty cache lines, reducing the required area.

BEAR’s (Bandwidth efficient architecture) approach to reducing the bandwidth overheads of DRAM caches is to filter most misses and fills to the DRAM cache [31]. In contrast, our adaptive victim design does not use any filters and works synergistically in a system that implements filters like the BAB and NTC from BEAR to further reduce the access amplification.

Sim et al. [137] propose a DRAM cache design which limits the dirty data in the DRAM cache to allow requests to be satisfied by main memory instead of the DRAM cache. However, their cache constrains the dirty data. In a high-miss rate cases, the cache behaves like a writethrough cache (clean victim), hurting performance for some workloads. Stuecheli et al. use the SRAM LLC as a write queue for DRAM and proposes some similar hardware. [142].
The “cache cleaner” can be used in conjunction with our ideas to help keep the DRAM cache clean, and the set state vector tracks the oldest dirty lines in the cache. Our laundry list and counts track all of the dirty lines in the DRAM cache for correctness.

Many proposals track the DRAM cache tags at a coarse granularity, like our laundry list and laundry counts [30, 62–64, 82]. The footprint cache tracks the data in the cache at a page granularity, but manages the cache on a block granularity [63]. The footprint cache improves the DRAM cache hit rate by prefetching only the likely to be accessed data from main memory. The Unison cache combines the ideas of the footprint cache with Alloy cache by storing the metadata in the DRAM cache providing the benefits of the footprint cache without the SRAM area overheads [62]. However, Unison cache has access amplification for managing the metadata that is now stored in the DRAM cache.

The Bi-Modal cache also uses a dual-granularity design that leverages page-based tracking to reduce the overheads of block-based cache [48]. In this design, instead of storing the tags with the data, the Bi-Modal cache reserves a DRAM cache bank/channel for the tags. This may reduce the interference between unnecessary accesses, but not the access amplification.

Tag tables stores the cache tags in main memory in a page-table-like structure and caches frequently accessed tags in the on-chip SRAM LLC [40]. Tag tables does not have any unnecessary accesses to the DRAM cache, but does increase the traffic to main memory, if there is low spatial locality.

Dirty-block index is similar to the laundry list and laundry counts in that it tracks just the dirty blocks in the cache [135]. However, as described in Section 7.4, the adaptive victim cache tracks which cache frames—the specific part of the cache—that is dirty, not the physical addresses that are dirty.
7.7 Conclusions

Off chip bandwidth has long been a bottleneck in computing systems. Increased heterogeneity and logically integrated accelerators (e.g., GPUs) are exacerbating this issue, as we show in Chapter 5. 3D-stacked DRAM can provide significant performance improvements, as we show in Chapter 6; however, it come with high power costs.

In this chapter, we investigate a heterogeneous memory system with both 3D stacked DRAM and DRAM DIMMs. We present an adaptive victim DRAM cache design that robustly shifts from behaving as a fully-clean cache to behaving as a dirty cache depending on the program behavior. This design limits the access amplification (total DRAM cache accesses per LLC-miss demand request) to the DRAM cache, improving performance over other designs.

7.8 Artifacts

In the process of writing this chapter, the following artifacts were generated.

- Changes to gem5 to add a DRAM cache model and support the sampling methodology described in Section 3.2. This code is available in the following git repository with the “chtc-micro-1.3” tag, https://github.com/powerjg/gem5/releases/tag/chtc-micro-1.3.

- The NAS parallel benchmarks were modified with region of interest annotations and compiled to run in gem5.

- Other supporting files used for full-system simulation.

- Data generated from running the simulator with specific configurations.

- Scripts to process the data and generate the graphs.
Conclusions and Future Work

Technology is trending towards heterogeneous systems due to the breakdown of Dennard Scaling and the slowdown of Moore’s Law. This thesis explores two different kinds of heterogeneity. First, in Chapter 4, we show specialized processing components, namely GPUs, can be extended with the same shared virtual memory semantics as traditional processors. Sharing the same virtual memory subsystem between the CPU and GPU provides three benefits. First, it makes programming the GPU easier since developers are not required to reason about two address spaces. Second, it reduces the overhead of using the GPU for large applications. Third, it simplifies cooperation between the CPU and GPU since each can execute a subset of the application.

We take advantage of these benefits in Chapter 5 and develop new database algorithms for scan and aggregate operators on integrated GPUs that have a shared address space. Chapter 5 further shows an example of how tightly-integrated components can synergistically work together. In a full database application, the GPU is inappropriate for most of the computations. However, for a subset of these computations, scans and some aggregates, the integrated GPU can provide a performance improvement and energy reduction.

In Chapter 6, we explore system designs specifically for bandwidth-constrained workloads, like the database workload in Chapter 5. By applying a simple back-of-the-envelope
analytic model, we show there are tradeoffs between using many small die-stacked systems (best performance) and one large monolithic system (lowest cost if real-time performance is not required).

Finally, in Chapter 7 we consider a real system with heterogeneous memory, the Intel Knights Landing platform with both DRAM DIMMs and 3D stacked DRAM. We show that current DRAM cache policies waste both the stacked DRAM and the backing DRAM bandwidth. We propose a new cache policy, adaptive victim caching, that achieves the best performance of other caching policies. Chapter 7 shows one way to use heterogeneous memory to increase system performance.

Future work

In this section, we give outlines of future research directions based on the work in this thesis.

Accelerator integration

In Chapter 4 we show how to extend virtual memory to GPUs. However, there are many more accelerators, both already on chip and proposed, that lack support for cache coherence and shared virtual memory. Hardware support for cache coherence and shared virtual memory is important for application developers. These are two characteristics of multicore CPUs that all programmers assume are present and breaking this assumption puts significant burden on developers.

Many of the ideas in Chapter 4 can be extended to other types of accelerators. GPUs evaluated in Chapter 4 put high bandwidth pressure on the memory system, and the ideas in Chapter 4 apply straightforwardly to other high bandwidth accelerators.

However, some accelerators have different constraints. For instance, always-on sensors, used for simple applications like step counting and activity detection, are power-
constrained. Opening these systems to all developers could significantly increase their usefulness. A compelling question for low-power sensors is how to efficiently transfer the control from the “always-on” ultra-low power device to another more computationally powerful processor in the system. In addition to transferring control, programmers will also want to transparently transfer their data into and out of these processors. The key difficulty is enabling coherence and consistency without resorting to traditional high-power mechanisms.

**Heterogeneous memory systems**

In Chapter 7 we optimize one way to integrate heterogeneous memory into the system by using it as a hardware managed cache. With emerging non-volatile memory technologies like Intel and Micron’s 3D XPoint heterogeneous memory is going to be more prevalent. However, using each level as a hardware managed cache of the larger memory is unlikely to be sustainable. Already with HBM and DRAM DIMMs there are some applications that get no benefit from the high-bandwidth memory.

Looking forward, the application developer and the compiler have information about the data reuse. However, requiring the programmer or the system to manually move the data between different types of memory has the same downsides as discrete GPUs as discussed in Chapter 4! Therefore, providing a mechanism to transfer this information to the hardware to guide the policies seems like a fruitful direction for future research.

**Evaluation methodology**

Not only is hardware technology changing rapidly, but the workloads that execute on this hardware are also evolving. A few examples include machine learning, augmented reality, big-data analytics, and intelligent personal assistants. These applications are end-to-end solutions, consisting of many interacting kernels of computation, and they cannot easily or accurately be represented as a single microbenchmark. Optimizing these applica-
tions requires changes across the entire hardware-software stack from new accelerators and emerging programmable processors to system integration and new programming interfaces.

However, current architecture evaluation infrastructure is not easily adapted to studying end-to-end applications. Architectural simulation today takes workloads out of their native environment and places them in a simulation “Petri dish”. For instance, only a certain Linux kernel and a certain compiler are known to work with the simulation infrastructure, and this environment may be different from the native platform for the application.

Like in other science disciplines, new simulation infrastructure can allow researchers to investigate hardware changes while executing the application natively. We call this new method of simulation “in situ simulation”.

It is currently possible to use in situ simulation to study CPUs by leveraging ubiquitous virtualization technology by building off of the infrastructure described in Section 3.2. One way to further extend this support is to expose the native hardware performance counters to gem5 increasing the kinds of analysis possible during the program analysis phase. For instance, rather than picking n random locations, the program analysis phase can apply clustering techniques to choose the “best” simulation locations to gain the most information.

This virtualization can be extended to other accelerators, programmable processors, and even to novel devices via fast emulation (e.g., with FPGAs). With this infrastructure, everyone in the computer architecture community will be able to investigate previously unaddressable problems. This evaluation methodology can allow the community to push the boundaries of knowledge more quickly.

Technology trends such as the end of Dennard scaling, the slowing of Moore’s Law, and the big-data revolution are pushing the limits of our computing platforms. These are unique conditions for the computer architecture community, which has seen computational systems grow exponentially in efficiency for the past 50 years. Looking forward, there are exciting
opportunities for novel research. The next solutions to increasing computational efficiency are not going to come from small optimizations of current systems, these have already been wrung mostly dry, but from creative new architectures and cross-stack collaborations.
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